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Chapter 1

General Introduction
The topic handled in this thesis relates to the field of human computer interaction,
and user interfaces (UIs), which are sometimes called human interfaces. There are
many studies about this topic; they are roughly separated into three types:
• developments of actual UIs such as new devices and new applications,
• evaluations or developments of evaluation methods for existing or newly introduced UIs, and
• oﬀers of new kinds of frameworks, architectures, and concepts for UIs,
The study mentioned in this thesis mainly belongs to the third type, and its part belongs to the first one. In this chapter, I introduce the terms and their definitions used
in the field of HCI, explain the objective of this thesis, and mention the structure of
the following chapters of this thesis.

1.1 User Interfaces
1.1.1 What are user interfaces?
The term, user interface is widely used; what is its definition? User interfaces are
the point of contact between human and systems [1], and they themselves behave
as systems because some entities are contained there, which are interdependent
with each other. Services, especially intermediated by computers in this thesis, are
usually seen as systems which perform some functions based on the interaction
between the systems and their users. For the users, because the all the user can
see is UIs when they utilize the services, the UIs determine the all of look and feel
of services. In this thesis, a UI is considered as a system consists of three layers:
device, style, and service semantics (Figure 1.1).
Device corresponds to both hardware such as mouse, keyboard, and display of
PCs; and driver software for controlling them.
1

Figure 1.1: Three layers of a user interface as seen as a system. A user interface
consists of the three layers of the concepts: device, style, and service
semantics from physical one to logical one.

Style corresponds to CLI (command line interface), CUI (character-based user
interface or character user interface), GUI (graphical user interface), voice
input/output UI, etc.
Service semantics correspond to rules how to relate user operations to service
functions of each service.
In comparison with the each layer, the device layer is the most physical, the style
layer is more logical than it, and the service semantics layer is the most logical.
Along with the term UI, the term, interaction should be defined for the purpose
of explanation of the diﬀerence between the two terms. Interaction is the communications between user and computers with verbal or nonverbal means [2]. Simple
communications and complex ones which are combinations of them are expressed
as interactions. On the other hand, UIs are defined as the medium of interactions.
That is, there exist UIs as implementations corresponding to each interaction, and
UIs are media for representing interactions. Therefore, descriptions of interaction
represent the communication of users and services more essentially than the description of UI. This definition is important at the point that it shows there is a
one-to-many relationship of interaction and UI (Figure 1.2). That reflects it is enable to construct various UIs from one interaction, and diﬀerent interactions can
correspond to the same UI. Hence, it is diﬃcult to specify interaction from only
the description of UIs. In this thesis, I try to generate UIs from descriptions of
interactions, and thus, various UIs can be constructed.

1.1.2 Reason of various UIs
There is a simple question about UIs; is there any almighty UI for every person,
every service, and every situation? There exist various UIs instead of an almighty
one; this might be an answer of the question although I did not study this topic.
Generally, various UIs are developed for the following three types of targets:
• specific purposes or services,
• specific contexts or situations, or
2

Figure 1.2: Relationship between interaction and UI. The both are in the one-tomany relations, and thus, one interaction can correspond to multiple
UIs. In addition, diﬀerent interactions can correspond to the same UI.

• specific users (who have specific characters).
As mentioned above, just on PCs, GUI and CLI are used according to the purpose
done in the UI, and they are the example of UIs for specific purposes or services.
To widen the range of services, vending machines of rail way tickets, drinks, etc.
are also the examples of the UIs for specific services. They usually have control
panels with buttons for selecting merchandises and levers for getting them, and
those UIs are specific for the services oﬀered by the machines. On the other hand,
the users’ contexts eﬀect to the decision of used UIs. The frequently used word,
mobile is used for expressing the context that users are out of oﬃces and put on
some devices. For the mobile context, mobile phones, mobile PCs, and PDAs are
used, and they are the examples of the UIs for specific contexts or situations. The
context is not limited to the mobile, for example, at least, the darkness in a theater
or when a blackout is a kind of the context, and for this context, appropriate UIs
might exist. Furthermore, there exist some UIs for specific users. UIs for people
with disabilities are the example of those UIs, and in other words, many UIs are
developed for people without disabilities. The UIs based on the concept of the
universal design are developed for all users. Therefore, to finding the mighty UI
for all services and all contexts are waste of labor.
There is a relation between various UIs for diﬀerent targets mentioned above
and context-aware services. Recently, the concept of context-aware services has
been attracting attention as an approach to improving the usability of computermediated services [3, 4]. Especially in ubiquitous computing environments [5],
context-aware services are expected to become more eﬀective and beneficial. They
enable users to utilize dynamically-composed and suitable service provided according to the users’ contexts in ubiquitous computing environments. It is a role of
context-aware services to determine automatically suitable ones from various UIs,
which are categorized into the three types of targets. Therefore, there is a challenge
of how to determine suitable UIs, which is a part of the research of context-aware
services. In this thesis, it is not handled though related to the theme of the thesis.
3

1.2 General Objectives
1.2.1 Objectives
The objective of this study is oﬀering user-preferred UIs; for that, I implement a
new UI architecture, and develop a method of generating UIs based on the architecture. Then, I attempt to improve the traditional environment of UIs of services,
and to make the environment of user-preferred UIs. In this thesis, the term userpreferred UIs is used for the following two meanings:
• an architecture that enables users to utilize services with their preferred UIs;
• UIs themselves that correspond to users’ preferences for UIs.
The first meaning is addressed as the first topic of this thesis how to realize the
situation where users can utilize their preference UIs for accessing any services.
In addition, the second meaning is addressed as the second topic; I also develop
an example of the user-preferred UIs. For strictly realizing the user-preferred UIs
as an environment, I need to develop various UIs as studies, but, in this thesis, I
confine them to one implementation and make others future studies.
This work consists of two elements and each one corresponds to Chapter 2 and
3 respectively. The first is to oﬀer a new UI architecture, which realizes both flexible exchange of UIs of services, and flexible customizing. The second is to show
an actual example of UIs based on the UI architecture, which oﬀers a user preferred
GUI. In the following paragraphs, I explain both how the work will contribute for
users and service developers, and the image in the future of the work.

1.2.2 Image and contribution
For users, the work brings new service environment. Users themselves can be to
change and to use UIs of the various services that use computers as the point of
contact. Therefore, by that users choose and obtain UIs which matched with the
users’ taste for UIs, they can be to use the services conveniently. In addition, the
operability improves at the point to get possible to perform higher customization
after having changed it. Because the services pervade the everyday life of the
user deeply, by this study that can apply to the whole services, the convenience
can be improved in various situations in the life of the users. In addition, it is
a characteristic of the proposal architecture not to limit to GUIs. Therefore, in
consideration of various users’ characteristics such as use environments and the
taste for the interface, users can use UIs with devices and styles which match with
then. Furthermore, users can use all services comfortably even if they had some
kind of physical obstacles by obtaining a UI specific for it. At this time, in the
meaning of not assuming the possession of the disabilities to be a special situation,
it is important that becomes possible use by matching such a special UI to the
situation even if the user does not have the disabilities.
4

For service developers, this work not only reduces the costs of service developments, but also improves the usability of the services. So far, developers had to
make the program that did specific UI processing at each service, coding on each
platform of service was needed. However, because it only has to describe abstract
processing alone that doesn’t depend on a specific interface by using the framework that this work oﬀers, the decrease of the development cost can be attempted.
Moreover, it decreases for service developers to consider for the improvement of
usability, since it enables the user to change of the UIs.
For UI developers, this work increases the diversity of UIs that can be oﬀered.
The UIs are separated from services by the proposal architecture, and they come to
cooperate with abstract descriptions. As a result, correspondence and the depending processing to individual services become unnecessary. Therefore, the possibility of achievement of more reformative UIs arises in the UI developments. Moreover, that the UIs can exist independently from services brings that it is possible to
sales and to circulate only the UIs. Therefore, it comes to be able to circulate to
the market even if it is a special UI, and it comes to be selected by the users.
In this thesis, in future, I assume the situation that the user in the scenario
can freely choose the equipment for the system and he or she can buy it in shops.
This is similar to the present relation to the mobile phones and the service that can
be used by them. To receive the service of the same voice call etc., the user of
the mobile phone can freely choose the portable terminal that each manufacturer
except to the career oﬀers based on convenience. The application of the proposal
architecture as this infrastructure enables the service supplier and the UI supplier
to exist independently. And, the environment that the user is freely combined each
service and the UI and can used will be achieved.
This thesis consists of four chapters. In Chapter 1, as general introduction, I
mentioned the terms used in this thesis and general objectives. Next, in Chapter 2,
I explain a new UI architecture for the objectives, and in Chapter 3, I explain an
implement of GUI of the architecture for user-preferred UI. Finally, I mention the
general conclusion in the last chapter.

5
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Chapter 2

Interface Client/Logic Server
In this chapter, a UI architecture named the interface client/logic server (ICLS)
is proposed, which supports migratory user interfaces (UIs) and adaptive UIs for
devices and services. As mentioned in the previous chapter, for realizing userpreferred UIs, it is needed to develop both an architecture that enables users to
utilize services through preferred UIs, and UIs that correspond to users’ preferences for UIs. The proposed architecture is architecture for the user-preferred UIs,
and targets dialog-based interactive services like web applications, where some input facilities are used on some dialogs or pages updated as state transitions. In
this chapter, the user-preferred UIs are separated to the following two users’ demands. The first demand is to be able to use services through diﬀerent devices and
modalities and in accordance with certain contexts. Another demand is to be able
to change devices and take their tasks from one device to another This is called
migratory UIs. The ICLS is designed for adaptive and migratory UIs In the following sections, the detail of the ICLS is presented, and some implementations of the
architecture are shown. After that, some issues about the ICLS are discusses.

2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Background
Constant improvements in technology have spawned a large variety of platforms
(such as mobile phones, PDAs, portable music players, and PCs) used for interactive services, and that has created users’ new demands on user interfaces (UIs)
of the services. The first demand is to be able to use a service through diﬀerent
devices with diﬀerent modalities and in accordance with certain contexts. For example, depending on whether users are in their homes or cars, devices they want
to use for checking their schedules will be diﬀerent. I consider that UIs oﬀered by
devices should be device- and service-specific ones for the richness of usability,
and I call them adaptive user interfaces. Another demand is to be able to change
devices and take tasks from one device to another, which are also with diﬀerent
7

modalities. This is called migratory user interfaces [6]. When the users change
their devices, they should not be obliged to repeat the same processes which have
already been completed with the previous device.
Conventional ways of associating devices and services do not meet the users’
demands because of costs and inadequate separation between services and devices.
Simply developing multiple versions for each platform respectively is expensive for
developers in terms of time and money, and it needs to spend labors for maintaining
the versions consistency. Hence, in spite of the diversity of devices and platforms,
users cannot utilize them eﬀectively when accessing the services. Recently, web
browsers have been implemented in many mobile devices, and the advent of web
applications for these devices seems to have solved the problem. They need, however, specific versions in order to oﬀer device-specific UIs for each platform, because web architectures including HTML still assume their target platform. Thus,
they are often accessed selectively with diﬀerent URIs. The conventional ways are
discussed in detail in Section 2.1.3.2.

2.1.2 Objective
In this chapter, the following scenario is considered for explaining the concept of
the proposal: A man is staying in the Tapioca Hotel in a resort, and he is now in
his room feeling a little bit hungry because it is six p.m. the time for dinner. He
searches a menu of room service, but, instead of it, he finds there is a sign, which
indicates that guests can access room service there. Thus, he uses his own gadget
like mobile phone to access the room service. Through this service on the gadget,
he can see the menu for dinner and he understands he can order dishes there, but
he cannot see the detail of the dishes because of the spec. of his gadget. He looks
around the room, and finds the same sign on a sophisticated TV there. He pushes
a button on the gadgets toward the TV; therefore, the TV is turned on and shows
the pictures of the detail of the dish he wants to order. By watching the TV, he
can order his dinner operating his gadget. To realize this scenario, the service can
be accessed through diﬀerent devices (the gadget and the TV) and can be moved
between such devices continuing the use of the service.
In this thesis, a UI architecture named the interface client/logic server (ICLS)
[7, 8] is presented, which supports both migratory UIs and its extension; and oﬀers
adaptive UIs (Figure 2.1). The ICLS is one of model-based UI architectures [9,10],
and leverages logical descriptions of UIs along with the other architectures. Its target is dialog-based interactive services like web applications, where some input
facilities (such as buttons, check boxes, and text fields) are used on some dialog
boxes or web pages updated as state transitions. In the ICLS, interface clients possessed by users are connected to logic servers, and the clients dynamically generate device-specific (client-specific) UIs from logical descriptions. The ICLS oﬀers
migratory UIs between the clients, which is movements and continuations of tasks
between them (Figure 2.2). In addition, it oﬀers simultaneous UIs as an extension
of migratory UIs, where users can utilize multiple devices simultaneously. In the
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context of the scenario, the gadget and the TV are interface clients, and the service
used for ordering dinner is a logic server. It is an example of simultaneous UIs that
the man can order by watching the TV through operating the gadget.
For this UI architecture, a language for logical descriptions as an XML application, the abstract interaction description language (AIDL) is developed, which
is designed for migratory and adaptive (device- and service-specific) UIs. The
logical descriptions written in the AIDL (AIDL documents) are highly abstracted
from specific devices and modalities. Therefore, devices (the interface clients) and
services (the logic servers) can be developed separately and independently. For
implementing migratory UIs, the AIDL is designed to retain the current state of
generated UIs in the AIDL documents as well. For implementing adaptive UIs,
especially for service-specific UIs, the AIDL is designed to enable developers to
declare UI meanings in a machine-readable way. The meanings are the way to
convey concrete roles of UI elements on each service to the clients from service
developers. UIs are dynamically generated in client-side using the meanings, and
thus, adaptive, or device- and service-specific UIs can be oﬀered.

2.1.3 Related work
In this section, related work is categorized into two, one is work presented as studies, and another is existing technologies already used.
2.1.3.1 Studies
As a general solution for adaptive UIs, a broad range of research has been proposed, and almost all of it employs a model-based UI design [9, 10], which commonly utilizes logical descriptions. There are some studies that address static (on
development times) and dynamic (in run-times) generations of UIs, and others that
handle migratory UIs. To generate UIs from logical descriptions requires resolving
a mapping between abstracted expressions and concrete UI elements. However, it
is diﬃcult for the techniques to represent service-specific UIs because the mappings are simple projections between typed variables and UI elements, especially
GUI widgets, there. The proposal approach diﬀers from existing work in terms of
the representation of UI meanings in the AIDL.
A web migratory interface system was proposed in [6,11]. It targets at arbitrary
web applications and performs reverse engineering of web pages of the applications
in order to obtain their logical information. This approach has the benefit of being
able to handle existing web applications, but it does not suit for adaptive UIs. For
example, which is the function of an HTML element <button> in a web application, a navigator or a selection? It is often used as one of the both functions, and
which one it is used as is not understandable by an HTML document itself. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to obtain information enough to represent an HTML element by
other UI elements corresponding to its function.
The ubiquitous interactor (UBI) [12–14] addresses service-specific domains
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Figure 2.1: Interface client/logic server (ICLS) architecture. In the ICLS, interface
clients generate and oﬀer UIs to their users, and logic servers execute
service contents. Servers and clients are connected with the tree structure synchronization protocol. Among the clients, the generated user
interfaces are migrated from one to another.

Figure 2.2: Concept of UI migration on the ICLS architecture. Services provided
by the logic servers are moved between the interface clients, keeping
the tasks on the service while the session of the service is continued.
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with customization forms in logical descriptions for developing services independent of any devices. It is similar to the ICLS architecture in the point that it can
represent various UIs for services using interaction acts as the elements of UI function. However, the UBI handles service-specific UIs in a diﬀerent way that it uses
specialized customization forms for each device for controlling presentations of
UIs on specific devices. Since the customization forms have no portability among
diﬀerent devices, developers need to customize their descriptions for each device.
Moreover, it does not address the UI migration.
The personal universal controller (PUC) [15–17] was proposed for remote controlling various appliances with only PDAs. The PUC uses a mechanism smart
templates for generating conventional presentations on some service domains. I
think this mechanism is beneficial for generating service-specific UIs and similar
to the meaning approach of the AIDL, but the diﬃculty of defining the smart templates is not mentioned. In addition, there is no consideration of migration there
because the system targets at single sort of devices, PDAs.
User interface markup language (UIML) [18] is an XML-based language for
developers to describe UIs independently of specific platforms. During the development period, developers need to define relationships between elements in UIML
and other UI elements in an existing language such as Java or HTML. It is similar
to the AIDL in terms of XML-based UI languages, but it does not support dynamic
UI generation and UI migration in run-time.
As for other related work, I can also mention the migratory applications [19],
the XWeb [20], the document-based framework [21], and the ICrafter [22]. Migratory applications oﬀer a programming model for migration with distributed
scripting language, Obliq, but this system is strongly dependent on the scripting
language. Other studies have some similarities regarding the use of XML and
adoption of a model-based approach, but it does not address UI migration.
2.1.3.2 Existing technologies
Recently, web applications have become widely accepted, and are expected as a
new type of applications in comparison with legacy applications which need to be
installed locally on PCs (Figure 2.3). In the web environment, many technologies
such as Flash, JavaScript, XML, and CSS have been introduced, and they are used
for enriching the web applications. Especially, the success of Ajax (the acronym for
asynchronous JavaScript and XML) come to be recognized, accompanied by some
practical examples like Gmail, a web mail service [23]. These web applications are
sometimes mistakenly believed as the solution for the users’ demands mentioned
above, because they are accessible by web browsers on many devices. However, in
fact, they need to be customized for each device, because the web technologies are
not developed with the intention to be such an application platform. For example,
Gmail is oﬀered by four versions such as Ajax version, normal HTML version,
mobile phone version, and a version for both iPod touch (a PDA-like portable
music player) and iPhone (a smart phone).
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Figure 2.3: Example of web applications. It is a screenshot of Gmail, the web mail
service provided Google. This service is developed with Ajax, and
used by web browsers on PCs, PDAs, mobile phones, etc.

Figure 2.4: Examples of look and feel theme of the Swing toolkit. They are screenshots of the same dialog boxes made of Swing with diﬀerent look and
feel themes. The left is with Metal (Steel), the center is with Metal
(Ocean), and the right is with Nimbus.
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Figure 2.5: Example of skin function of a media player application. They are
screenshots of Winamp, a popular media player application. The left
is its default skin (http://www.winamp.com/player/overview),
and the right is one of its skins (http://www.winamp.com/skins/
details/149846). The skin function enables to change UIs but it
limited in each application.

There are other related technologies mistakenly thought as to be the solution.
The look and feel of Swing toolkit in Java language or the theme of window managers used in X window system is widely supported function for customize UIs
(Figure 2.4). Needless to say, it is limited to GUI, and it targets literally the look
and feel of GUI. As another similar technology, the skin function of applications
especially media players can be mentioned here (Figure 2.5). The skins are used
for customizing UIs more dynamically than the look and feel, but it limited to
specific applications, and it is not shared among applications. In this way, these
customizable UIs do not mean the adaptive UIs.
This chapter consists of six sections. In the first section, as introduction of
this chapter about the UIs, the background, objective and related work were mentioned. In the following Section 2, the outline of the logical description language
is mentioned, and how to describe interactions is explained. In Section 3, the outline of the architecture ICLS is explained, followed by the protocol between the
clients and servers. In Section 4, implementations of framework of the ICLS and
some clients and servers are shown. In the following Section 5, some consideration
about the design of the architecture, the interpretation of meaning, and the feasibility of the ICLS are discussed. Lastly, in Section 6, conclusion and some issues
remained as future work are mentioned.

2.2 Logical Description Language
2.2.1 Outline
In the ICLS, XML documents written in the AIDL are used as logical descriptions
for describing UI functions for each services (Appendix A.2). The AIDL has been
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defined with a schema written in RELAX NG [24] (for the detail, see Appendix
A.1). For describing UI functions in a general way, I have developed an interaction
(UI functions) model between users and services, the selection act model. The
AIDL is designed to specify UI information of services enough to realize migratory
and adaptive (device- and service-specific) UIs.
In this section, one of the semantic web technologies, the resource description
framework (RDF) [25] is introduced for adding the function of expressing meanings of UI functions of specific services into logical descriptions. The easiest way
to address multi-devices and multi-platforms is by limiting, abstracting, and aggregating the functionalities of devices and platforms. This approach is adopted in
many existing studies in common, and its details were provided in Section 2.1.3.
Here, the same approach is also adopted; however, with the expression of UI meanings in services, the proposal system has an advantage of oﬀering the possibility
for combining service-specific and device-specific functionalities. In the AIDL,
RDF classes are exploited for expressing UI meanings, and hierarchies of these
classes are utilized for the inference of the meanings. RDF is a standardized web
technology, independent of specific platforms and venders, and it is designed for
addressing opened information, which is information not expected in advance. The
AIDL inherits these RDF characteristics.

2.2.2 Interaction model
In the selection act model, UI functions are represented as selection acts with some
parameters, and they are grouped to make a tree graph. The model consists of some
selection acts (or elements), group elements, and their description elements. A selection element represents an essential function of UI elements that are in common
among devices and modalities. Group elements make groupings of relevant selection elements and group elements as child elements (Figure 2.6). In addition,
selection elements and the group elements can have description elements for their
explanations and a flag expressing whether the elements are enabled or not.
A set of UI elements in the model is expressed as U = US ∪ UG ∪ UD , where
US is a set of selection elements, UG is a set of group elements, and UD is a set of
description elements. Selection element ui ∈ US is represented as a 5-tuple:
ui = hLi , ei , ti , oi , mi i,

(2.1)

and its current state. In the tuple, Li stands for the typed list of choices, and |Li |
stands for the number of choices. ei ∈ {single, multiple} is the selection size,
ti ∈ [1, 10] is the importance, oi ∈ {true, false} denotes the flag meaning whether
its choices are opposite when they have two choices, and mi denotes meaning (a
purpose in a service). For instance, a selection element representing the operation
of the power state of a desk lamp is as follows: u1 = hL1 = {ON, OFF}, e1 = single,
t1 = 1, o1 = true, m1 = LampPowerStatei, and current state is ON. Note that the
selection elements are not mere typed variables, because the elements contain those
parameters which are specific for generated UIs based on them.
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Figure 2.6: Selection act model expressed in an AIDL document. A group element makes both parental relationship between itself and its child elements; and sibling relationship among them. All selection elements are
grouped as a tree structure recursively. The root of the tree corresponds
to a group.

2.2.3 Semantic web
As mentioned above, it is eﬃcient to handle the meanings of interactions for describing interactions, but it is diﬃcult to enumerate beforehand all of the meanings
of selection elements in the real world. Therefore, the semantic web technologies
are introduced into the AIDL. The semantic web is a framework for constructing
machine-analyzable web by improving simple hyperlink structure in HTML and
adding semantics for the hyperlinks [26, 27]. In this section, the outline of the semantic web and one of its components, the resource description framework (RDF)
are explained, and how to introduce them into the work is mentioned.
For handling semantics with extending traditional web, it is necessary to add
the function that the values indicating relationships can be appended to the concept
of hyperlinks, and these values should be machine-readable. Hence, the semantic
web is designd based on its design principle, which is not standardized oﬃcially,
but it has been organized as follows [27, 28]:
Everything Identifiable is on the Semantic Web It must be able to handle not
only resources on networks but also physical resources such as peoples,
places, and event comprehensively with assigning URI (uniform resource
identifier) to each entity.
Partial Information It must enable everyone to mention everything in any wise
in a similar way of traditional web, which handles partial and opened information of the real world, which can be known partially.
Web of Trust It must oﬀer for each application the mechanism for evaluating how
veridical the information on the web is, but not to declare all of it is truth.
Evolution It must be able to enable both to eﬀectively combine information offered by distributed and independent communities, and to add new information with keeping old information untouched.
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Figure 2.7: Example of a RDF statement. A statement consists of a subject (the
oval), a property (the arrow), and a object (the rectangle). A subject
can have multiple properties, and if an object is a resource, the object
can have another property as a subject.

Minimalist Design It must take a course of keeping simplicity and to simplify
complex things as possible, and avoiding too much standardizing.
RDF is a data model for representing information about resource on the web,
and it allows adding values representing relationships, to links, which are the components for constructing network structures of documents like HTML. It represents information as statements which consist of a subject, a property, and a object
(Figure 2.7), and the set of the statements is called a RDF graph. It handles subjects, properties, and objects as resources, which are represented uniquely by URI.
Strings and values except resources are handled as literals. By using this naming
mechanism, RDF graphs made by diﬀerent people can be merged without discrepancy. In addition, RDF schema is standardized for defining RDF vocabularies,
which are both the values representing the relationships, and classes meaning the
type of resources. The class is the method for grouping resources that have relevant characters, and moreover, the relationship of subclass can connect classes.
Resources belong to the class are called instances of the class.

2.2.4 Description
2.2.4.1 Design
The AIDL is newly developed from scratch for supporting the concept of the ICLS.
It is designed based on the following three principles:
Comprehensive description independent of specific UIs The AIDL has to handle various UIs in a unified way, and thus, descriptions in it cannot be dependent on specific UIs. It describes interaction information common to every
UI, and abolishes other inherent information of specific UIs and media information, for which UIs have deferent capability.
High extendability for the real world The AIDL has to deal with choices and
meanings of selection elements in the real world. These cannot be defined
beforehand because they diﬀer by services. By adopting RDF, it become
enable to define partial information in the real world according to need, and
thus, interactions of various services can be described.
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Machine-readability enough for automatic UI generation The AIDL has to be
well-portable as a language, and has to contain information enough for automatic UI generation. Because RDF is a standard independent of specific
platforms, it can be usable on various devices, and its logicality can be exploited for automatic processes.
The selection acts, choices, current states, and groups can be seen as XML
nodes in an AIDL document. Each selection node has its own selection state node
as a child node, and thus, the current state of the tree graph is represented with
all of the state nodes. For interface clients, the nodes expressing the structure of
interactions are immutable (meaning they are not modified), and other nodes for
expressing the current states are mutable (meaning they are modifiable), while all
nodes are mutable for logic servers. Thus, the tree represents a current state of a
service interaction with the states of the selection acts.
2.2.4.2 Selection elements
As shown below, a selection element is expressed by <aidl:selection> and
</aidl:selection> tags, which hold child elements expressing a choice list, a
current state, and a description element:
1 <aidl:selection aidl:meaning="...">
2
<aidl:description ... />
3
<aidl:state> ... </aidl:state>
4
<aidl:resources> ... </aidl:resources>
5 </aidl:selection>

In the following three subsections, I explain the detail of the constituents of the
selection acts, typed lists of choices, current states, and meanings in turn.
Typed choice lists A type of choice lists is one of basic types (resources, numeric, and strings), and they are expressed as following tags: <aidl:resources>,
<aidl:numeric>, and <aidl:strings>. Here, the resources mean a set of things
specified with unique URI on the concept of semantic web, and the numeric and
strings mean a set of literals (values and strings) of RDF. For expressing arbitrary
subsets of these basic types, subtypes are introduced. A subtype is constructed with
one of the basic types and one of constraints: enumeration and range (Table 2.1).
The enumeration is used for enumerating all used choices, and the range is used
for specifying maximum and minimum values. In the above example of a desk
lamp, the selection element contains a <aidl:resources> added an enumeration
constraint which specifies its two choices {On, Off} as follows:
1 <aidl:resources aidl:opposite="true">
2
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/On">
3
<aidl:description aidl:caption="On"/>
4
</aidl:choice>
5
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/Off">
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Table 2.1: Basic types and permissible constraints
Basic types

Permissible constraints

Resources
Numeric
Strings

Enumeration
Enumeration, Range
Enumeration

6
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Off"/>
7
</aidl:choice>
8 </aidl:resources>

In this example, the property aidl:opposite expresses parameter oi of the corresponding selection element. For another example, a volume control of audio
instrument is described as a selection element having a <aidl:numeric> added
the range constraint such as {0 ≤ n ≤ 10} as follows:
1 <aidl:numerics aidl:frequency="1" aidl:min="0" aidl:max="10"/>

Furthermore, for the input of contents without any limitation like to-do items of a
PIM service, a <aidl:strings> without any constraint is used since it is diﬃcult
to enumerate choices and to specify its range.
Current states A current state represents what choice is selected, and it is
one of choices contained in a choice list and expressed by <aidl:state> and
</aidl:state> tags. It changes according to user’s selections, and thus, the current states of all selection elements express the current state of interaction described
in an AIDL document. When the type of a selection element has an enumeration
or range constraint, its state satisfies this constraint. Otherwise, when the type has
no constraint, the state can be an arbitrary element in the type. In the desk lamp
example, the selection element has the choice On as its state, which means literally
that the state of the lamp is on, and expressed as follows:
1 <aidl:state>http://www.example.com/On</aidl:state>

This current state mechanism is designed for the UI migration, and it expresses
literary the state of UIs. The migration is explained in Section 3.
UI meanings A UI meaning is represented as the URI of an RDF class, and is
exploited to specify the purpose of selection elements and to relate them to servicespecific UI elements such as custom widgets on GUI, specific interaction methods, and physical facilities on devices. It is expressed in an AIDL document by
aidl:meaning property of <aidl:selection> tag as follows:
1 <aidl:selection aidl:meaning="http://www.example.com/
LampPowerState">
2
...
3 </aidl:selection>
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Figure 2.8: Example of meaning hierarchy and corresponding service-specific
UI elements. In the example, LampPowerState is a sub class of
PowerState, and PowerState is a sub class of none meaning nothing
is specified. It represents that the selection element with PowerState
is substituted for the element with LampPowerState.

UI meanings can compose their general-specific relationship as a hierarchical
structure of RDF classes corresponding to the meanings (Figure 2.8). AIDL documents can include an RDF document which represents the meaning hierarchy. The
embedded RDF document can be seen surrounded by <aidl:knowledge> and
</aidl:knowledge> tags as follows (see also Appendix A.2):
1 <aidl:knowledge>
2
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxns#" xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
3
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.example.com/
LampPowerState">
4
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.example.com/
PowerState"/>
5
</rdf:Description>
6
</rdf:RDF>
7 </aidl:knowledge>

UI meanings are beneficial in order to increase the concreteness of the descriptions
of selection acts and to adapt generated UIs to services. Note that the meaning
hierarchy is independent of the relationship of the types and their subtypes. In the
desk lamp example, the meaning LampPowerState added in the selection element
represents that its purpose is the operation of the power state of lamps.
2.2.4.3 Other elements
A group element is expressed by <aidl:group> and </aidl:group> tags, which
has its child elements as the child elements of the tags, and can be specified the ordering of its child elements (Table 2.2). For example, a group having two selection
elements and one group element which are ordered is expressed as follows:
1 <aidl:group aidl:ordering="ordered">
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2
<aidl:description ... />
3
<aidl:selection> ... </aidl:selection>
4
<aidl:selection> ... </aidl:selection>
5
<aidl:group> ... </aidl:group>
6 </aidl:group>

The property aidl:ordering specifies how child elements are ordered, and it is
used by the interface clients for aligning the elements. When a description element is added as a child of the group element, the child represents the description
of the group. If a group element is the root of a UI model, it is expressed by
<aidl:dialog> and </aidl:dialog> tags, instead.
A description element is expressed by a <aidl:description/> tag, which
has some properties for holding its description contents. For example, a description
having a caption and an abbreviation of the caption is expressed as follows:
1 <aidl:description
2
aidl:caption="Power switch"
3
aidl:abbr="PS"
4 />

The tag can have the following four properties: aidl:caption, aidl:abbr,
aidl:message, and aidl:resource, which are all information about the parent element of the tag. The first property expresses literary the caption of an element owning the tag, and the tag must have this property. Property aidl:abbr
expresses the abbreviation of the caption, and property aidl:message expresses
an additional explanation of the parent element. Property aidl:resource is the
URL of an outer resource used for describing the element owing the tag.

2.3 Interface Client/Logic Server
2.3.1 Clients and servers
The ICLS architecture is designed based on the client/server model, and consists
of interface clients and logic servers. The term interface clients stand for various
devices and platforms in which ICLS client applications are implemented. By the
applications, UIs are dynamically generated in the clients to be adapted to clients’

Table 2.2: Orderings of the child elements of a group
Orderings

Explanations

none
ordered
subject_predicate
time_line
writing_direction

Not ordered.
Arbitrarily ordered.
Ordered in a subject-predicate relation.
Chronologically ordered.
Ordered in a writing direction.
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capabilities and service contents of connecting servers. On the other hand, the term
logic server stands for various services in which ICLS server applications are implemented. Both applications for the clients and servers are assumed to conform
to the specification of the ICLS, the details of which are provided later. Once devices or services are developed in accordance with the specification, no revisions
are required when a new service or device is introduced. Because UI processes are
depend on service contents provided by the processes, it is generally diﬃcult to separate the whole of UI processing from service codes, although many architectures
and frameworks attempt it. Therefore, I separate only device- or modality-specific
UI processes and incorporate them into the interface clients.
In the ICLS, AIDL documents are not only used for descriptions of UI functions, but also they are used for communication between clients and servers. After a
client generates a UI based on an (original) AIDL document received from a server,
the client and server keep the DOM (document object model) tree constructed from
the document. They update the DOM tree, and communicate messages, where the
changes of the tree are serialized as deference of the AIDL document. By this
synchronization process, clients and servers virtually share the same DOM tree
constructed from an original AIDL document. DOM trees from AIDL documents
also contain the current states of generated UIs. Therefore, receiving a DOM tree
which is being used by another client means receiving the whole information about
all of the UIs in a session. That enables clients to attach existing sessions for UI
migration by simply communicating an AIDL document.
Figure 2.9 shows the flow of a service session between an interface client and
a logic server, and Figure 2.10 shows the flow of a migration process between two
interface clients. During the time a user is accessing a service through one client
in a session, the user can also access the same service through another client in the
existing session. At that time, the DOM tree of the first client is transferred to the
second client, and the tree of these clients is synchronized and updated simultaneously. Then, a migration is performed when the first client is disconnected. When
a client establishes a connection in a session, the server issues a unique session ID
to the client. This ID is used when the user access the same session again.
By using the scenario (Section 2.1.2), a use case of the UI migration is shown
as follows: In the scenario of a room service, a man uses his own gadget like mobile phone to access the room service. Here, this phone-like gadget is an interface
client, and the room service is provided as a logic server installed in the room.
Through this service on the gadget, he can see the menu for dinner and he understands he can order dishes there, but he cannot see the detail of the dishes because
of the spec. of his gadget. He uses the client for accessing the room service, and
the client is not enough for his purpose. He looks around the room, and finds the
same sign on a sophisticated TV there. This TV is also an interface client in this
scenario. He pushes a button on the gadgets toward the TV; therefore, the TV is
turned on and shows the pictures of the detail of the dish he wants to order. This
operation is an example of a procedure for starting simultaneous (or migratory) UI
between the two clients. By watching the TV, he can order his dinner operating his
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Figure 2.9: Process flow of communication between an interface client and a logic
server. (1) A service session starts with a request from a client to a
server. (2) After the session starts, the client receives an AIDL document from the server. (3) The client constructs a DOM tree from
the document, and generates a UI based on the tree. (4) After the UI is
generated, the user can operate the UI. (5) The client changes the DOM
tree corresponding to the user’s UI operation. (6) The client sends these
DOM changes as messages to the server. (7) The server performs the
service according to the messages from the client.
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Figure 2.10: Process flow of a migration from the client 1 to the client 2. (1) A new
client (client 2) obtains a session ID from the existing client (client 1).
(2) A simultaneous service session starts by a request with an ID from
a client to a server. (3) After that, the client receives an AIDL document used in the session from the server. (4–8) The new client executes the same UI generation process as Figure 2.9 and sends the
user’s operation to the server. (9) After performing the service, the
server broadcasts the message to another client. (10) Client 1 receives
the message, and applies it to the client’s DOM tree and UI.
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gadget. He uses the two clients simultaneously here.

2.3.2 Protocol
Interface clients and logic servers communicate in accordance with the protocol,
tree structure synchronization protocol (TSSP), which establishes how to express
changes in DOM trees as messages for asynchronous communication. In the protocol, changes in DOM trees are serialized as XML-based messages containing
whole or partial AIDL documents in order to synchronize two or more DOM trees.
This synchronization brings about the virtual sharing of one DOM tree, which is
changed by clients and the server. To avoid conflicts of messaging when a server
receives from diﬀerent clients multiple messages, among which there are some
discrepancies, the following priority is given:
1. the state of the server takes priority over its clients, and
2. the message that arrives first takes priority over the other messages.
Note that the lower protocols under the TSSP are not specified, and many existing
protocols which can send text messages are available.
Messages exchanged with the TSSP are categorized into the following two
types: serialized change operations, and just sending whole AIDL documents. A
serialized change operation consists of 3-tuples, whose elements are
• one of the three commands (insert, erase, or replace),
• an XML path (such as “/group[0]/selection[1]”), and
• a piece of AIDL document
(Figure 2.11). A user’s operation changes the current state of a selection element
of a DOM tree in a client, and the client sends the change to a server as a message.
The server receives the message, applies it to the server’s DOM tree, and broadcasts

Figure 2.11: Example of messages used in the tree structure synchronization protocol (TSSP). It expresses a DOM tree change when a user operates
the power state of the desk lamp control service written in Appendix
A.2. It replaces the state of the selection act for the power state in the
server-side DOM tree.
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Figure 2.12: Sharing a session using the session ID. With the session ID, multiple
clients can refer the same session. Clients need to communicate with
each other to obtain this ID from other clients for the connections with
the session IDs.

them to the other clients if it has multiple connections. The server then expresses
the state transitions of UIs by sending entire new AIDL descriptions to the client(s).
Attaching an existing session for simultaneous or migratory UIs is performed
by passing session IDs, provided in a certain way when a client is connected to a
server (Figure 2.12). When a client is connected with an ID, the server sends the
DOM tree of the session identified with the ID as a AIDL document to the client.
In that case, the DOM tree is shared and synchronized by two clients and a server.
The means to transfer the session ID among clients is not defined in the protocol,
and this is an issue discussed in Section 2.5.

2.3.3 Interpretation of UI meanings
UI meanings are inferred based on the hierarchy of RDF classes, which is applied
to the general-specific relationship of the meanings. Therefore, interface clients
can address more meanings than ones actually implemented (Figure 2.13). The
meanings are just labels for concepts of UI functions shared by developers of both
clients and servers. Hence, they require to be interpreted to UI elements actually
generated, and client developers need to determine which meanings are adopted
and implemented. While it is a common problem in related work including the
study of the PUC [17], the proposal system handles this problem with the meaning
inference. UI meaning (class) hierarchy can be enlarged by merging RDF graphs
that the clients obtain from the servers and the web. That is possible because RDF
has the namespace mechanism on the web, and those graphs can be merged ensuring their consistency. On client side, the step-by-step process of meaning interpretation for the generation of UIs is as follows:
1. An interface client searches itself for implementations of UI corresponding
to the given meaning.
2.

• When the client finds some implementations, it employs one of them
for generating UIs and ends this interpretation process.
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Figure 2.13: Results of UI generation in each client. From the same AIDL document (Appendix A.2), a GUI-based interface client can generate (a)
two radio buttons without any meanings and (b) a custom-designed
button with the meaning if it has its implementation. A portable client
like a music player can generate a UI that corresponds to (c) a hardware switch on the device with the meaning PowerState inferred
from the given meaning.

• When the client cannot find any implementation, it downloads some
RDF documents about the meaning from web or internal database.
3. The client merges some downloaded RDF documents and generates one or
more class hierarchy tree(s).
4. The client traverses rdfs:subClassOf property from the given meaning to
its ancestors until it reaches an implemented meaning (inference).
5.

• When the client finds some implemented meanings, it employs one of
its implementations and ends this process.
• When the client cannot find any implemented meaning, it renders the
most general UI regardless of the specified meaning.

2.4 Implementations
2.4.1 Framework
The ICLS is implemented as a framework, which is a class library written in Java
language (the Java development kit 1.6) with a semantic web library Jena 2.5.2 [29]
(Appendix B). It consists of 35 classes and 12 interfaces, and oﬀers event-driven
programming model like GUI toolkits. In this framework, although TCP/IP is
adopted as the default lower protocol under the TSSP, other communication protocols can be usable. Although the specific language and library, Java and Jena
are adopted, this does not imply any dependency since the technologies which we
adopted are well standardized. For example, the library for PC can be easily ported
to cell phones which support Java applications.
It is easy to develop the interface clients and logic servers with the ICLS library. For developing GUI dialogs with toolkit like Swing, in many cases, some
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widgets are composited, and event handlers are added into the widgets for customizing widgets’ operations. In development with the ICLS library, selection
elements, group elements, and description elements are created and composited,
and in the same way, event handlers are added into the elements. User operations
to the selection elements are automatically applied to the corresponding AIDL documents represented as classes as well. The communications between the interface
clients and the logic servers are capsulated into the classes, InterfaceClientProxy and LogicServerProxy. Therefore, developers can simply develop the
clients and servers respectively without implementing the TSSP.

2.4.2 Clients and servers
In order to verify the feasibility of the ICLS specification and the stability of the
communication protocol, two interface clients and two logic servers are developed
with the ICLS library. The two clients are a graphical user interface (GUI) client
(Figure 2.14, 2.15) and a voice output client (Figure 2.16). The two servers are services of remote controller of virtual appliances: a desk lamp and an audio system.
Although these clients and servers are simple and small in-scale, they include the
essence of more general and typical applications. In addition, the two clients show
that the ICLS can handle the diﬀerent modalities comprehensively. In this implementation, the drag-and-drop mechanism of the desk top environment oﬀered by
Java is used for passing the session IDs for UI migration. This is just for the experiment of the implementation of UI migration, and it is future work to develop an
actual inter-client communication protocol.
The GUI client generates GUI dialog boxes using Swing toolkit in Java language, according to AIDL documents received from logic servers (Figure 2.14,
2.15). Automatic GUI generation from AIDL documents in client-side requires
both (1) deciding which widget types and their positioning are used and (2) completing the layout immediately. I call the widget layout satisfying the two conditions, flexible widget layout (FWL) problem, and propose its solution in Chapter
3. This client is an example of device-specific UIs in GUI generation, and it is a
benefit which comes from the design of the AIDL. In this client, I implemented
meanings LampPowerState, PowerState, and PlaybackController as examples. Its users can customize whether or not the client uses these meanings. In
addition, the client has a simple mechanism for inferring the meanings with given
RDF class hierarchies written in AIDL documents.
The voice output client oﬀers hierarchical menu UIs with voice synthesis and
gets input from buttons (in a key board in this implements) (Figure 2.16). For
the output of voice sounds, I adopt the library, FreeTTS 1.2 [30], which is an
implementation of Java speech API [31]. It is assumed that this client is an example
of an interface client implemented on mobile devices like cell phones, which have
a speaker and a key pad, although currently it is implemented on PC. Recently,
voice input has become available, but in mobile environments, the combination of
voice output and key input might be still reasonable.
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Figure 2.14: Screenshots of the GUI interface client. They are ones when the
client connects to the desk lamp control service and its window size is
changed. It is seen that the appropriate widgets (radio buttons, a custom button, and a check box) are selected automatically for the same
UI function (the power switch) according to the window size. Figure
(d) is one when the widget for LampPowerSwitch is disabled, and the
widget for PowerSwitch is used instead.
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Figure 2.15: Other screenshots of the GUI interface client. They are ones when
the client connects to the audio control server and its window size is
changed. It is seen that the appropriate widget (a slider) is selected
for the volume control. The selection element of the playback has
meaning PlaybackController, and the client has an implementation; thus, three buttons with appropriate icons are shown.
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Figure 2.16: Screenshot of the voice output client connecting to the desk lamp control server and the flow of its use. In the flow, the speech balloons
represent the voice output of the client, and the buttons in the left side
mean its user’s key typing.
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2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Design
I am emphasizing the diversity of devices and platforms, and consequently, have
designed architecture in which the servers handle all functionalities except for specific UIs, and I have focused on the aspect of input.
As mentioned in Section 3, the ICLS is designed so that interface clients handle
only device- and modality-specific UI processes, leaving other UI processes in
logic servers. You may think the model-view-controller architecture is similar to
the ICLS, and it might separate UI processes from other parts better than the ICLS
does. Furthermore, the document-view architecture has been well-known and used
as a standard architecture in some application frameworks. Those architectures are
used for having application developments easier; however, they are not intended
as to handle and separate various UIs from services like the ICLS oﬀers. In other
words, the ICLS is an architecture which replaces the view of the model-viewcontroller or document-view in existing architectures.
To address many kinds of devices and platforms in a standardized architecture, I must consider both input and output of contents. In this paper, I focused
mainly on the input aspect because this is a first step. The easiest method for
output customized for each device and platform is to reserve beforehand multiple
media such as multi-size pictures, multi-sampling-rate sounds, and multi-quality
videos. However, it is just platform-specific developments, which is avoided by
the ICLS architecture. As another way, it is considered to covert media according
to the capabilities of platforms, which is called media transcoding, and forms a
research field. It is future work to utilize achievements in the field for the ICLS.
I intend to engage clients in utilizing their resources for the generation of various UIs, and do not add any scripting functionality to the current architecture for
design simplicity. In the early step of this work, mobile devices were not powerful like now, and some Java virtual machines had begun to be implemented;
hence, I implemented the ICLS architecture in Java. However, in these days,
many platforms support a scripting language JavaScript in addition to Java, and
this scripting language is widely used in rich web applications in the context of
Ajax. In the current implement of the ICLS, all user operation done in clients is
immediately transferred to servers, and the response speed is sensitive to communication bands. Therefore, it is eﬀective to reduce communication traﬃc by using
JavaScript, which enables handling some processes in device locally.

2.5.2 Interpretation of meanings
By using the AIDL, developers can define arbitrary meanings as RDF classes relating to existing meanings also defined as the classes. The more ICLS-based services
are developed, the more meanings are needed because each service has specific
meanings for its domain. Therefore, it is unrealistic to define them all beforehand.
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RDF has flexible scalability for handling information on the open world, and it
has the function of specifying resources with URI and the mechanism of class hierarchy. Using RDF, the meanings of selection elements can also have the same
scalability. I am considering that the consensus of the interpretation of meanings
will be built according to the spread of the AIDL.
The infinite meanings can be defined arbitrarily as RDF classes by service
(logic server) developers, but they pose a problem of how client developers decide which meanings need to be implemented. It is a common problem in related
studies including [17], because real world problems are addressed in this thesis. In
the ICLS and the AIDL, however, the meanings represented by RDF classes allow
a client to infer them by traversing class hierarchy trees until it finds a meaning
that can be interpreted. In addition, since RDF documents are considered to be
handled by arbitrary communities with consistency, the architecture can deal with
meanings flexibly by collecting and merging RDF documents written by current
and future developers of services and devices.

2.5.3 Feasibility
Since the ICLS requires keeping client-server connections alive, I performed a
preliminary experiment for checking the response time of generated UIs on the
ICLS. I used two PCs: PC 1 (Pentium 4, 3.2 GHz CPU, 1 GB memory) for the
GUI clients and PC 2 (Trion 64 Mobile, 2 GHz CPU, 1 GB memory) for the desk
lamp control server. The two PCs are connected with 100 Mbps LAN. After a
user operates the power state of the server and the client sends a message, the
server sends another message (indication of changing the availableness of another
selection act) back to the client. In that case, the size of the message from the client
to the server (Figure 2.11) is 350 bytes, and the size of the message from the server
to the client is 219 bytes. Changing the number of clients connected to the server
simultaneously from 1 to 10 on the PC 1, I measured the time of the bidirectional
communication. As the result of the experiment, the response time was 140 msec.
at worst (Figure 2.17), and it is enough performance for real use of UIs.

2.6 Conclusion and Future Work
2.6.1 Conclusion
In this chapter, the users’ new demands for services were raised, and adaptive and
migratory UIs were handled as the solution for the demands. After that, the interface client/logic server was proposed as UI architecture, and the abstract interaction
description language was presented as a method for supporting adaptiveness and
migration of UIs. Lastly, the implementations of the ICLS are also presented.
The interface client/logic server (ICLS) architecture was presented as a new solution, which not only supports migratory UIs but also oﬀers adaptive UIs. To develop the ICLS, the abstract interaction description language (AIDL) is proposed,
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Figure 2.17: Averages of response time according to the number of clients. The x
axis is the number of clients connected to one server simultaneously,
and the y axis is a time scale (msec.) of the responses. The error
indicators show the standard deviation of each data.

which describes UI functions for device- and service-specific UIs. Moreover, an
ICLS framework was developed, and by using this framework, some implementations of interface client and logic server were developed in order to verify the feasibility of the architecture. The concept of simultaneous UIs shown in this chapter
is an extension of migratory UIs, and it is a new technique on the research field
of UIs. The AIDL can express the meanings of UI functions with the one of the
semantic web technologies, RDF. That enables clients to perform meaning inference for service-specific UI generations. This is a new application of semantic web
technologies, for the human computer interaction field.
The first point of this chapter is that the ICLS supports the migratory and simultaneous UIs as its architecture design, but as an ad-hoc way for existing architectures. In general, when UIs migrate from one device to another, their states
should be gathered and transported along with their structures. In the ICLS, the
states of UIs are always kept in the synchronized AIDL documents; thus, the state
gathering step become not to be needed. The protocol for synchronizing the states
is the mechanism for supporting the architecture in simple way.
The second point of this chapter is that the AIDL can express the meanings
of interactions for describing service-specific interactions with their purposes. For
generating various UIs for devices from one specification, the specification should
be abstracted, and this causes abstracted UIs, which mean ones that do not utilize
device-specific and service-specific features. The representation of meanings introduced here is one approach for this problem, and this feature enables clients to
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perform meaning inference for adaptive UI generations. In this approach, one of
semantic web technologies, RDF is utilized as an application of this technology.

2.6.2 Future work
For advancing this work, it is necessary to advance the architecture, to evaluate its
availability, and to consider exploiting the outcomes of other work.
As future work for advancing the architecture, there are following two topics:
generation schemes of UIs and a mechanism for choosing appropriate UI components with given meanings. In the next chapter, a new method for generation GUIs
from logical description is proposed, but for other sort of UIs, any well-established
schemes are not shown. This will be an important task of this work for future. On
the other hand, there is another issue for considering algorithms for matching the
meanings in AIDL documents to implemented meanings in clients. This will be
a key for exploiting the meaning mechanism newly introduced in this thesis. In
addition, development and evaluation of authoring tools for AIDL documents in
ICLS services are needed for further research, as well.
There are three points to be evaluated: the feasibility of the ICLS, the description capability of the AIDL, and the usability of services based on this architecture.
The first and second ones are evaluated with implementing some practical services
in imitation of existing applications provided on multiple platforms. The third
point to be evaluated is examined with the practical services and their user as examinees and questioners. In addition, I have to evaluate the response speed of UIs
on networks in detail, although I performed its preliminary experiment, because
our architecture requires keeping client-server connections alive.
It is necessary to consider exploiting achievements of other studies and existing
technologies. For example, outcomes in the area of transcoding, which handles
conversion of the presentation of output information, can be usable for handling
media data on multiple devices. In the way that is mentioned in section 5, the
current design of ICLS does not utilize any scripting technologies like JavaScript
of web applications. However, depending on the outcome of the evaluation of the
feasibility, it might need to reconsider adopting such scripting languages.
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Chapter 3

Flexible Widget Layout
In this chapter, a new solution for the flexible widget layout (FWL) problem is
proposed, which formulates this problem as a fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem
(FCSP). In the previous chapter, the UI architecture ICLS is proposed, where the
interface clients generate UIs based on AIDL documents, or logical description of
UIs. However, the task for considering how to generate actual UIs, especially GUIs
from AIDL documents remains to be handled. FWL is the automatic layout of GUI
widgets which requires both (1) deciding which widget types and their positioning
are used and (2) completing the layout immediately especially when the system
dose this at run time. In the following sections, the FWL problem is formulated
as FCSP and a method for solving the problem is proposed. The formulation and
method are implemented as a GUI interface client.

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Background
The automation of widget layout is one of the most important challenges [32] in
the context of dynamic generation of graphical user interfaces (GUIs). In this thesis, by widget layout we mean the process of determining the positions and the
sizes of widgets on a dialog box; it is also used for mentioning the result of the
process (Figure 3.1). The widgets, such as list boxes, radio buttons, and grouping
panels, oﬀer specific functions, and they constitute GUIs hierarchically. The layout
has a significant impact on the usability of applications and services using GUIs,
and it determines the ease of tasks which can be accomplished with them.
In the field of model-based user interface (UI) design [9, 10], widget layout
is more complicated because a layout system needs to select widgets before actually lay them out. Many systems proposed in researches in the field automatically
generate GUIs based on logical descriptions through layout processes. The abstract interaction description language (AIDL) mentioned in the previous chapter
is a sort of logical description languages, too. The logical descriptions specify
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Figure 3.1: Concept of (normal) widget layout. Some assigned widgets are placed
in a dialog box while their sizes, relationships, and hierarchy are being considered. This process is usually performed by layout managers
oﬀered by GUI toolkits, and the managers are specified by developers.

common UI functions independently of specific devices and platforms, instead of
specifying widgets to be used. Although that is useful for realizing the diversity
of UIs like the UI architecture ICLS, the systems must select widgets which provide the UI functions required by the description before they place widgets. These
widgets are often determined as some sets of widget candidates because there are
multiple widgets oﬀering the same UI function.

3.1.2 Objective
The task tackled in this chapter is automatic GUI generation from logical descriptions, which requires considering the following two issues:
• How to decide which widgets are used from widget candidates according to
given logical descriptions?
• How to complete the layout in a certain time especially when a system generate it at run time?
I call the layout handling those two issues, the flexible widget layout (FWL). In
addition, I call the problem of determining a layout which fulfills conditions associated with a dialog box and widgets, the FWL problem (Figure 3.2). The FWL
problem is a combinatorial optimization, and the systems for the FWL search the
combination of widgets selecting from their candidates. As solving this problem,
a system can select small widgets with less usability for small screens, or large
widgets with enough usability for large screens. This feature can expand the possibilities of layout, but, the systems need to finish the layout in real time when the
generation processes are performed at run time of service use.
In this chapter, the FWL problem is formulated as a fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem (FCSP) [33]. Constraint conditions of the FWL problem includes,
except for physical conditions, subjective ones involved with usability, sensitivity,
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Figure 3.2: Concept of flexible widget layout. Before placing widgets, they need
to be selected from some candidates of widgets. Here, the candidates
include some container widgets. In addition, the time for the layout is
limited when it is done at run time.

etc. such as desirable widgets and conspicuous layout. Thus, it is diﬃcult to obtain
a precise solution which satisfies all constraints. For tackling this diﬃculty, I introduce fuzziness into those constraint conditions, and aim at obtaining a practical
solution at run time. FCSP is an extension of constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)
for handling the fuzziness of constraints of real world problems. As using FCSP,
the desirability of selection is expressed as fuzzy constraints straightforward. In
this way, existing technique of FCSP can be utilized without extending the original
framework of FCSP, and layouts as desirable as possible can be obtained.
In addition to the formulation, I propose a method for selecting appropriate
widgets automatically and putting them in a dialog box, and show an implemented
layout system of the method. The layout process is divided into three phases,
and adopts a few optimizing techniques for realizing the layout in a practical time
enough not to keep GUI users waiting. Along the process, the layout system generates a GUI dialog box based on a logical description given as an input. I claim
that the approach can handle adequately complicated real applications, without depending on specific domains, and complete the layout in real time.

3.1.3 Related work
The related work of the FWL can be separated into four categories. As a part of
model-based UI architecture, the FWL should be compared to the related work
mentioned in Section 2.1.3 and other studies especially addressing the problem of
GUI layouts for multi-platforms. On the other hand, as a sort of layout problem,
the FWL relates to the field of facility layout problem (FLP), and the field of LSI
layout should be evaluated as the related work of the FWL. In addition, except for
current studies, layout managers of GUI toolkits can be mentioned as existing and
widely used layout systems. In the following paragraphs, similarity and diﬀerence
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of some studies in each category are explained respectively.
Researches in the field of model-based UI design mentioned in Section 2.1.3
handle how to realize the utilization of various devices and platforms rather than
how to generate GUI layouts, but, there are some studies addressing the same problem as in this thesis. The ubiquitous interactor [12] shows the results of GUI generations from logical descriptions, where it seems that their system performs layouts.
However, the authors do not mention how any concrete layout methods are used
and its automation is done in the system. The personal universal controller [15] is
proposed for remote controlling various appliances with PDAs. Although a rulebased layout algorithm is explained, it is dependent on specific application domain
and does not handle the widget selection corresponding to the same functions. In
XWeb [20], the need of both the widget selection and layout is mentioned, but the
proposed system does not handle their combination. As named as the design of
graceful degradation of UIs, a method of building usable UIs for multi-platform
systems is proposed [34, 35]. It addresses GUI generations for platforms having
diﬀerent screen resolutions more generally than as addressed in this thesis; therefore, it is very suggestive for the future improvements of the FWL although it
does not propose actual method for the automation of GUI layouts. In addition,
an intelligent editor for GUIs based on the concept of plasticity of UIs [36]. It
proposes a model and a visualization technique for managing the plasticity, and it
implemented them in the PlastiXML tool, a plug-in of existing tool the GrafiXML.
Although it also does not handle the automation of GUI layout like that handled
in this thesis, it models the plasticity of UIs as Moore machines, a variant of finite
state machines, while the FCSP is used here.
The FLP is for managements of facility positioning and recourse movements in manufacturing plants, hospitals, etc., and researched for two and more
decades [37, 38]. It is a combinatorial optimize problem for minimizing investments, transfer costs, etc., and it is involved in adjacency of placed items and flow
of resources between the items. As an application for human computer interaction,
a system was proposed where the FLP is used for the UI components layout [39]. It
is to locate the menu/icon items on the screen/keyboard/mouse in order to achieve
the greatest eﬃciency in exchanging the inputs and outputs between the user and
the system. The authors of [39] claim that a one-to-one relationship exists between
the manufacturing facilities layout problem in a plant and the textual and graphical
user interface components layout problem. They showed an example addressing
the closeness relationship of UI components (such as Del, Cut, Paste, Right, and
Spell check in MS-WORD). As saying in the context of FWL in this thesis, what
the FLP handles is generating a UI model, which consists of parental and sibling
relationships of UI elements. It is diﬀerent that the FWL considers physical alignments of UI components based on UI model, and I am exploring FLP to utilize it
as future work. In addition, in papers of FLP, generally speaking, CSP, especially
FCSP are not adopted for its methodology.
Many studies for the LSI or VLSI layout problem are proposed, but they do not
consider the speed of layouts because they do not need it. In the early period, the
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objective of these layout problems is to wire completely and to shrink their dimensions, and it has advanced to the multi-criterion optimization [40]. The automation
of LSI layout is a combinatorial optimization problem, and various algorithms are
proposed for it; thus, they can be applied to other study fields. However, in the
FWL, the practical speed of solving layout problems is required, and it is the characteristic which is not handled in the LSI layout.
Existing layout managers may seem to be solutions for the problem. In these
days, many GUIs are developed with toolkits such as Swing [41], the windows
forms [42], the visual component library [43], GTK+ [44], and Qt [45]. They oﬀer
layout managers or related mechanisms called as other names. They perform at
run time and decide the positions and sizes of widgets (Figure 3.1), but they do not
handle the selection of suitable widgets. In the present circumstances, the widget
selection is done by GUI developers considering layout.
This chapter consists of six sections. In the first section, as introduction of
this chapter about the FWL, its background, objective and related work were mentioned. In the following Section 2, the outline and structure of the FWL problem is
mentioned, and how the FWL is to be handled as a problem is explained. In Section
3, the outline of FCSP is explained, followed by the formulation of the FWL with
FCSP and the reason that FCSP is introduced to the FWL are explained. In Section
4, a method for solving the problem and an implementation of a layout system are
shown with the explanation of multiple phases of the layout process and how it is
optimized. In the following Section 5, some consideration about the speed of the
system and the validity of the formulation of the FWL are discussed. Lastly, in
Section 6, conclusion and future work are mentioned.

3.2 Layout Problem
3.2.1 Outline
The flexible widget layout problem is a solution search problem, whose search
space is the combinations of widgets, and therefore, solving a FWL problem means
finding better combinations of widgets. The widget combination must be layoutpossible and should be as desirable as possible. Each widget is selected from a
widget candidate set, which correspond to a certain UI function, includes some
widgets, which can represent the same UI function or composition of UI functions.
Each widget has diﬀerent minimum size and desirability. The sizes of widgets are
used for hard constraint conditions which decide possibility of the layout, and their
desirability is used for soft constraint conditions which decide its suitability. A
widget selection process from the candidate sets has following two steps:
1. A system resolves the mappings between a UI function and a set of widget
candidates.
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Table 3.1: Tradeoﬀ between usability and layout-ease of widgets

Function
Usability
Layout-ease

Radio buttons

Drop down list box

Same
Better
Worse

Same
Worse
Better

2. It selects actually used widgets from the mapped sets in terms of the dimensions and usability of the widgets.
After that selection process, the system places all selected widgets in a dialog box
with no overlapping but gaps among them, and it makes some groupings of related
widgets in the same rectangles.
The complexity of the FWL is caused by the tradeoﬀ between widget usability
and the ease of layout involving their dimensions (Table 3.1), and especially, there
is a tendency that lager widgets have more diﬃculty for layout [46–48]. For example, you can use a list box or a drop down list box for expressing the UI function of
selecting one item from an item list. From the standpoint of usability, since users
can view many items at once, the former is better, but it needs a larger area and may
not be placed in a small dialog box (or a small screen). In the FWL, this tradeoﬀ
must be considered when performing optimum layout.
As a UI model generally expressed in logical descriptions, in this chapter, the
selection act model is adopted. In the model, UI functions are represented as selection acts (or elements), and which are grouped to make a tree graph (Figure 2.6,
repeated below as Figure 3.3). A set of UI elements in the model is expressed as
U = US ∪ UG ∪ UD , where US is a set of selection elements, UG is a set of group
elements, and UD is a set of description elements. Selection element ui ∈ US is
represented here as a modified 6-tuple:
ui = hLi , ei , ti , oi , mi , ri i,

(3.1)

where Li is the list of choices, and |Li | is the number of choices. ei ∈ {single,
multiple} is the selection size, ti ∈ [1, 10] is the importance, and oi ∈ {true,
false} denotes the flag meaning whether its choices are opposite when they have
two choices. ri is a newly added element for convenience of explanation, and it
is a flag which is true if the type of choice list is Numeric and constrained by
Range, and otherwise, it is false. Group elements make groupings of relevant
selection elements and other group elements (Figure 2.6). All selection elements
are grouped and make a tree graph of UI functions, whose root is a group, and this
tree will correspond to a dialog box to be generated. In addition, the selections and
groups can have a description element for their explanations.
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Figure 3.3: Selection act model expressed in an AIDL document. The group elements make both parental relationship between itself and its child elements; and sibling relationship among them. All selection elements are
grouped and make a tree graph of UI functions, whose root is a group.

3.2.2 Used widgets
The UI elements of the model are represented as widgets. All widgets used here
W = WN ∪ WC are rectangular and have their own presentations; also they are divided into two categories: normal widgets WN for representing selection elements
and container widgets WC for group elements and labeling. In this thesis, as the
normal widgets, since they are adopted by many toolkits (such as [41, 42, 44, 45]),
a subset of widgets is used (Figure 3.4) and their characteristics are as follows:
Check box (CB) A single check box is used for selecting one item between on and
oﬀ, which items are inter-exclusive (or boolean type). Its two items must be
totally opposite, and it is then easily understandable for users.
Radio buttons (RBS) Radio buttons are buttons used for changing multiple states,
of which only one is selected in one time. They are grouped and aligned in
a frame indicating their grouping.
Drop-down list box (DLB) A drop-down list box is used for selecting one item
from pop-up list, and useful when there is less space on a dialog box. However, it can show only one item before its pop-up button is clicked.
Check boxes (CBS) Multiple check boxes are used for selecting multiple items.
All items must be shown in a screen, and thus, a user can figure out them at
once, although a large space is used.
List box (LB) A list box is used for both single and multiple selections. It can
have one or two scroll bars, and handle large number of items. It is better
than a drop-down list box because it can show a part of items at once, but it
consumes larger space.
Button (B) A button is used for indicating a command, and it only has no states.
It is sometimes used as a toggle button but that is not considered here.
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Spinner (SP) A spinner or a spin box is used for selecting one from serial items
on a space-limited dialog box. It has two buttons of up and down, and they
are small for clicking, and thus, it should not be used the items are large.
Slider (SL) A slider is used for selecting a value from serial ranged values, and
shows current selection beside it. It is understandable because it itself indicates what a user need to input is a value.
Note that a single check box and multiple check boxes are distinguished because
they are used for diﬀerent functions. In addition to the widgets for selection, for
representing description elements, caption label (CL) and abbreviation label (AL)
are also used as the normal widgets. They are the same in respect of that they are
label widgets usually oﬀered in toolkits, but diﬀerent their string.
There are some container widgets used in this thesis. As container widgets,
vertical array (VA), horizontal array (HA), and tab pages (TP) are used for representing group elements (Figure 3.5). They contain multiple child widgets, and
align them vertically or horizontally, or lap over with tab pages respectively. For
representing the positioning of description elements, container widgets left labeling (LL) and top labeling (TL) are used (Figure 3.6). They contain one child widget
and one description widget, and decide their alignments. As an exception, description widgets of vertical array, horizontal array, and tab pages are always expressed
with top labeling widget and fixed their top. Especially, a dialog box is handled as
a container widget, which contains only one child widget.

3.2.3 Structure
Widget candidate sets of FWL are determined according to logical descriptions of
UI model, which contains UI functions and their groupings.
The desirability α ∈ [0, 1] is also defined corresponding to the types of normal
widgets. The desirability of each normal widget is defined as αCB for a check box,
αRBS for radio buttons, αDLB for a drop-down list box, αCBS for check boxes, αLB
for a list box, αB for a button, αSP for a spinner, and αSL for slider. Especially, the
desirability of a list box is defined as mutable according to the rate of its visible
items; therefore, it has the range αLBmin ≤ αLB ≤ αLBmax . The desirability is
ordered in terms of the usability of the widgets. In this thesis, referring to [46, 47],
in terms of the usability of the widgets, the order of the desirability is defined as
αDLB < αLBmin < αLBmax < αSP < αRBS < αCB < αCBS = αB = αSL .

(3.2)

The widgets have the reverse order in terms of their dimensions. Moreover, the
desirability of caption label and abbreviation label are defined as αCL and αAL respectively. Their order is defined as follows:
αAL < αCL .
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(3.3)

Figure 3.4: Widgets used in this thesis. These are screenshots of Swing widgets,
and they are usually adopted in other toolkits, although they have a
little diﬀerent appearance.

Figure 3.5: Three group widgets for positioning child widgets of a group element
(CW stands for child widget). Tab pages widget has no advantage over
other two widgets because a user cannot understand what widgets are
shown before he or she clicks tabs.

Figure 3.6: Two labeling widgets for positioning a child widget and its description
(CW stands for child widget).
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Figure 3.7: Tree structure of widget candidate sets. UI elements of the model and
sets of widget candidates are related, and the sets construct a tree structure as well. Note that the candidate sets of labeling containers do not
correspond directly to UI elements.

Table 3.2: Selection widget candidates
Conditions
Candidate w ∈ Wi

Selection size
ei

Item size
|Li |

Is opposite
oi

Is ranged
ri

Check box
Radio buttons
List box
Drop-down list box
Spinner
Slider
Check boxes
Button

single
single
single
single
single
multiple
-

|Li | = 2
0 < |Li | < 6
6 ≤ |Li |
0 < |Li |
0 < |Li | < 10
10 ≤ |Li |
0 < |Li |
|Li | = 0

true
-

true
true
-

Similarly, each container widgets also has desirability. The desirability αVA , αHA ,
and αTP are defined for vertical array, horizontal array, and tab pages. αLL and αTL
are defined for left labeling and top labeling. Their order is defined as follows:
αTP < αVA = αHA ,

(3.4)

αTL < αLL .

(3.5)

Selection elements and description elements are mapped to the corresponding
sets of normal widget candidates Wi ⊂ WN (Figure 3.7). Selection element ui is
expressed with widget w ∈ Wi chosen from its corresponding widget candidate
set (Table 3.2). The widget candidates table is created by also referring to [46,
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47], but it is possible to apply users’ preferences there. Based on the table, for
example, widget candidates Wi corresponding to ui , where ei = single and |Li | =
5, are determined as the set containing a drop-down list box and radio buttons (see
Table 3.2). A description element is expressed with the set of widget candidates
containing a caption label and an abbreviation label if it is available. In the layout
process, it is decided which one of the candidates are used. Each widget candidate
w ∈ Wi has uniquely a minimum size msw = hms.widthw , ms.heightw i, which is
defined by corresponding UI element. If w is a representation of selection element
ui , its minimum size is derived by the parameters of ui (|Li |, the maximum width of
item strings of Li , and oi ). Its detail is mentioned in Section 3.3.2.
Group elements and positioning of description elements are mapped to a set of
container widget candidates Wi ⊂ WC , and they are expressed with widget w ∈ Wi
(Figure 3.7). A group element is represented as a set containing a vertical array, a
horizontal array, and (a container of) tab pages. A positioning of a description is
represented as a set containing a left labeling and a top labeling. A description element of a group is fixed on the top of one of the widgets for group element; hence
it has no candidates. Each container widget candidate w ∈ Wi also has a unique
minimum size msw = hms.widthw , ms.heightw i. The minimum sizes of container
widgets are defined by the minimum sizes of candidates of its child widgets. Its
detail is also mentioned in Section 3.3.2.
Based on the minimum sizes of widgets, a system evaluates whether it is possible to execute the layout defined by the selections from widget candidates, where
the possibility means that the child widgets of a container can be placed in its rectangle. We mention the condition expression for that possibility in the next section.

3.3 Formulation
3.3.1 Fuzzy constraint satisfaction
Constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is one of fundamental technologies in the
field of the artificial intelligence. It is a generic term of search problem finding
value combinations which satisfies given constraints, and it is NP-complete problem. It is defined by the following components:
• a finite set of variables X = {xi }m
i=1 ,
• a finite set of domains of values D = {Di }m
i=1 for the each variable, and
• a finite set of constraints C = {ck }rk=1 .
Constraint ck denotes a relation Rk on a subset S k (S k ⊂ X) of X. S k is called the
scope of Rk . In other words, when S k = {xk1 , . . . , xk|S k | },
Rk ⊆ Dk1 × · · · × Dk|S k | ,
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(3.6)

where ck is called a unary constraint when the size of scope |S k | = 1, or it is called
a binary constraint when |S k | = 2. An assignment to the variables in scope S k of
constraint ck is defined as follows:
v [S k ] ∈ Dk1 × · · · × Dk|S k | .

(3.7)

If v [S k ] ∈ Rk , constraint ck is satisfied, otherwise, is not satisfied. To finding a
solution of a CSP is to finding an assignment of variables v [X] which satisfies its
all constraints. For CSP, some general-purpose solvers exist.
The structure of CSP can be represented by a constraint graph, where nodes
and edges of the graph are corresponding to variables and constraints (Figure 3.8).
If constraint ck is binary, the two nodes in its scope are connected by an edge. If ck
is unary, the one node in its scope is connected by an edge as a self-loop. If ck is
ternary or of higher order, ck is represented by a hyperedge, and the graph becomes
a hypergraph. However, only unary and binary constraints are used in this thesis.
Fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem (FCSP) is one of the extensions of traditional CSP. CSP is a simple model and its hard (or crisp) constraints are too
rigid for formulating real world problems. Therefore, FCSP introduces one of soft
constraints, fuzzy constraint, which is not necessarily satisfied, and considers the
satisfaction degree of the constraint. In FCSP, constraint ck denotes a fuzzy relation
µRk , which has its membership functions defined by
Y
µRk :
Di → [0, 1].
(3.8)
xi ∈S k

In other words, the membership value is defined by assignment v [S k ] to the variables in scope S k of constraint ck . This value is called the satisfaction degree of a
fuzzy constraint. Since a FCSP requires the satisfaction of the fuzzy conjunction of
all fuzzy constraints, the overall satisfaction degree of the whole FCSP is defined
as the minimum satisfaction degree as follows:


Cmin (v) = min µRk v[S k ] .
(3.9)
1≤k≤r

To solve a FCSP means to solve a optimum problem, which is finding the assignment accompanied by the best satisfaction degree of the problem from all combinations of assignments (Figure 3.9).

3.3.2 Flexible widget layout with FCSP
The FCSP framework is introduced to the FWL here, and the desirability α of the
widgets is represented with satisfaction degrees of fuzzy constraints. Unary fuzzy
constraints are used for expressing the desirability α. Fuzzy constraints enable you
to represent naturally the gradual rules of the widget desirability without introducing any other objective functions. The parental relationship among widgets is also
represented with binary crisp constraints. Crisp constraints can be handled as particular cases of fuzzy constraints. Using these crisp (or hard) and fuzzy (or soft)
constraints accordingly, the FWL problem is formulated, which can be applied
some existing algorithms for solving FCSP.
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Figure 3.8: Example of constraint graph. In this graph, the six variables (nodes) are
connected with the eight constraints (edges), and in each variable, the
domain is set. A binary constraint is expressed as the edge connected
to two nodes, and a unary constraint is expressed as a self-loop.

Figure 3.9: Example of assignments of constraint graph of fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem (FCSP) (see also Figure 3.8). The values in the nodes
indicate the assignments to the variables, and the values beside the constraints indicate their satisfaction degrees. In these assignments, the
lowest value is 0.2 (bold typed), and thus, the overall satisfaction degree of this FCSP is also 0.2.
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3.3.2.1 Variables
In the formulation, variable xi ∈ X = XN ∪ XC corresponds to widget candidate
set Wi and the value assigned in it expresses a selected candidate from the set.
Variables XN and XC express the set of variables for the normal widget candidates
and container widget candidates respectively. For example, UI element ui ∈ U
corresponds to widget candidate set Wi ⊂ W, and next it corresponds to variable
xi ∈ X. In FCSP, parental relationships of the UI model are expressed as binary
constraints between the variables (it is mentioned above). Thus, a tree structural
constraint graph is constructed from the tree of the model. Note that UI elements,
groups, descriptions, and the positioning of the descriptions, are also expressed
with the variables. A group or a positioning of the description ui ∈ UG is expressed
with xi ∈ XC , while a description ui ∈ UD itself is expressed with xi ∈ XN .
3.3.2.2 Domains
The values of domains are tuples according to each variable type, and they are
used for that constraints calculate their satisfaction degrees. As mentioned below,
each tuple of a domain consists of a widget and a minimum size of the widget.
In addition to those elements, a tuple of a domain for container widget candidates
contains the combination of the values of the domains for its child widgets. The
minimum sizes of normal widgets are determined by the parameters of the based
selection elements and description elements. The minimum sizes of containers are
calculated by the minimum sizes of the child widgets of the containers.
Domains for normal widget candidates variables The domain of normal widget candidates variable xi ∈ XN is a set of the tuples, which consists of normal
widget w and its minimum size msw = hms.widthw , ms.heightw i as follows:

Di (∈ DN ) = hw, msw i | w ∈ Wi ⊂ WN .

(3.10)

The minimum widths of normal widgets are the sum of the width of the widest one
of its items and the widths of the control parts such as a vertical scroll bar, a radio
button, and a check box. The minimum heights are defined by the type of widget,
their item size, and the item height item_h (Table 3.3).
Domains for container widget candidates variables The domain of container
widget candidates variable xi ∈ XC is a set of the tuples, which consists of container
widget w, a combination of values of child widget candidates M, and its minimum
size msw,M = hms.widthw,M , ms.heightw,M i as follows:

Di (∈ DC ) = hw, M, msw,M i |
w ∈ Wi ⊂ WC , M ∈ Dchild(i,1) × · · · × Dchild(i,cn(i)) ,
checksize(Wi , msw,M ) , (3.11)
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Function 1 checksize(Wi , ms)

if Wi is root then
if ms.width ≤ given_width and ms.height ≤ given_height then
return true
else
return false
end if
else
ms0 ← ems0 (Wi , ms)
return checksize(Wi , ms0 )
end if.
where child(i, j) is the function for obtaining the index of jth child of Wi , cn(i)
is the number of children of Wi . The function checksize(Wi , ms) checks whether
the combination of its parameters is available or not with the estimated minimum
sizes (ems) of the child widgets (Function 1). With this function, the domains for
container variables are pruned when the problems are being constructed. In the
function, given_width and given_height are the size of the client area of the dialog
box, and function ems is defined as follows:


(3.12)
Wi ⊂ WC , ems0 (Wi , msw∈Wi, j ) = min ms00
w,{ems(Wi,1 ),...,msw ,...,ems(Wi,cn(i) )} ,
w∈Wi


(3.13)
Wi ⊂ WC , ems(Wi ) = min ms0w,{ems(Wi,1 ),...,ems(Wi,cn(i) )} ,
w∈Wi

Wi ⊂ WN , ems(Wi ) = min (msw )
w∈Wi
D
E
= min (ms.widthw ), min (ms.heightw ) .
w∈Wi

w∈Wi

(3.14)

The container widgets have diﬀerent sizes of child widgets; therefore, the sizes of
tuples of their domains are also diﬀerent. The minimum size of vertical array (VA),
horizontal array (HA), and tab pages (TP) is calculated based on the minimum

Table 3.3: Minimum widget heights
Widget

Minimum height (without edges)

Check box
Drop-down list box
Spinner
List box
Radio buttons
Check boxes
Slider
Button

item_h

min(|L|, 4) item_h
|L| item_h
slider_h
button_h
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sizes of its child widgets mswi, j = ms.widthwi, j , ms.heightwi, j as follows
gaps among child widgets and tabs space are omitted):
+
*

 Xcn(i)
msVA∈Wi =
max ms.widthwi, j ,
ms.heightwi, j ,
j=1
1≤ j≤cn(i)
*X
+

cn(i)
ms.widthwi, j , max ms.heightwi, j ,
msHA∈Wi =
j=1
1≤ j≤cn(i)
*
+



max ms.widthwi, j , max ms.heightwi, j .
msTP∈Wi =
1≤ j≤cn(i)

1≤ j≤cn(i)

(where

(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)

The minimum sizes of a left labeling (LL) and a top labeling (TL) are also calculated based on the minimum size of their child widgets. The sizes are defined by the minimum sizes of their description widget mswi,D = ms.widthwi,D ,
ms.heightwi,D and their one labeled widget mswi,C = ms.widthwi,C , ms.heightwi,C
as follows (where gaps between the two widgets are omitted):
D

E
msLL∈Wi = ms.widthwi,D + ms.widthwi,C , max ms.heightwi,D , ms.heightwi,C ,
(3.18)
D


E
msTL∈Wi = max ms.widthwi,D , ms.widthwi,C , ms.heightwi,D + ms.heightwi,C .
(3.19)
When the estimated minimum sizes of container widgets are calculated, the above
equations are also used, but, instead of actual widget sizes, the estimated minimum
sizes of child widgets are used there.
The method to construct the domains for container widget candidates is the
same method as seen in the binarization of arbitrary n-ary constraints with the hidden variable encoding [49,50]. To simply formulate composite relations between a
container widget and its child widgets, n-ary constraints could be used. There, an
n-ary constraint is connected to a container variable and its child variables, and its
constraint condition is that the total size of its children is less than its container size.
In this thesis, since many existing FCSP solvers are designed for binary problems,
for keeping the FWL problem available, it is formulated as binary problem by the
binarization method. However, the binarization requires calculating all the combination of child values and enlarges the domain sizes. To avoid this enlargement,
the domains are constructed in the reverse breadth first order (or from bottom to
top) of the tree structure of candidate sets, doing pruning based on the estimation
of minimum sizes of child widgets.
3.3.2.3 Constraints
Each variable except for a dialog variable is connected by one of desirability constraints CD , and two variables corresponding to a container and its child can be
connected by one of parental relationship constraints CP . Constraint ck ∈ CD is
unary and denotes the desirability of the value of its scope xk1 as their satisfaction
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Figure 3.10: Example of the binary constraints, their scopes, and the assignments.
In the constraint graph, X1 is a container widget and others are its child
widgets. In these assignments, value v3 is assigned to the variable
of the 1st child X1,1 , and value v6 is assigned to the variable of the
2nd child X1,2 . The value assigned to the variable of the container is
{w1 , hv3 , v5 i, ms1 }, and it contains the value assigned to X1,1 as the 1st
element of the bracket. Thus, binary constraint c2 is satisfied. On the
other hand, v1 does not contain the value assigned to X1,2 as the 2st
element of the bracket; hence, binary constraint c3 is not satisfied.
degrees. If the scope of ck is S k = {xk1 } and the value of xk1 is v (∈ Dk1 ) = hw, ...i,
where w ∈ Wk1 , the satisfaction degree of ck is calculated as follows:
ck (v) (∈ CD ) = des(w),

(3.20)

where des is the projection from the widget candidates to their desirability α. Constraint ck ∈ CP is binary and denotes whether the assignments of the variables of
its scope correspond with each other. As mentioned above, each value is a tuple
of a combination of widget and its minimum size, and thus, this constraint accords
this combination with the actual combination of its child widgets. If the scope of
ck is S k = {xk1 , xk2 }, the value of xk1 is v p (∈ Dk1 ) = hw, M, msw i, and the value of
xk2 is vc ∈ Dk2 , the satisfaction degree of ck (v p , vc ) is calculated as follows:





1 if vc = M childindex(xk1 , xk2 )
ck (v p , vc ) (∈ CP ) = 
.
(3.21)

0 otherwise
where childindex(x1 , x2 ) is the projection from pairs of variables to the index of
the widget candidates (corresponding to x2 ∈ X) as a child of the parent widget
candidates (corresponding to x1 ∈ XC ) (Figure 3.10). These constraints connect
tuples are called as compatibility constraints in [50].
A FCSP consists of variables, domains, and constraints; thus, after the formulation mentioned above, the FWL problem is completely represented as a FCSP.
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For instance, an example showed in Section 3.4.3 (Figure 3.12) consists of 19 variables and domains, and 31 constraints, and the average size of the domains is 1215.
It can be solved with general-purpose FCSP algorithms.

3.4 Method of Layout
3.4.1 Three phases
In this thesis, a layout method is proposed as a layout system for generating GUI
dialog boxes. After formulating of the FWL problem, it is still remained to consider how to construct the FCSPs of the FWL and how to solve them. The layout
system receives an AIDL document as input and outputs a dialog box with a layout composed of Swing [41] widgets. The layout system consists of the following
three phases of transformation (Figure 3.11):
Phase 1 creating a FCSP from a UI model in an AIDL document,
Phase 2 solving the problem with an algorithm for obtaining a solution, and
Phase 3 performing an actual layout based on the solution.

Creating problem phase In the first phase, a FCSP is generated from a given
AIDL document through the pruning process. First, group elements, selection elements, and description elements including the positioning of description elements
in a document are related to corresponding widget candidate sets. Next, the candidate sets are related to the variables and their domains, which are pruned as
mentioned in the previous section. Finally, a constraint graph having one-to-one
correspondence to the UI model created, where the UI elements are seen as each
corresponding typed variable and their parental relationships are seen as binary
constraints. This pruning process is called the static pruning comparing to another
pruning (the dynamic pruning) done in the next phase.
Solving problem phase In the second phase, for a better assignment of the variables or the best combination of widgets, the system iterates solving the FCSP
generated in the previous phase. The system uses the forward checking algorithm [51, 52], which is extended for FCSP. In this method, the algorithm assigns
the variables in the reversed breadth first order like when the construction of the domains. While iterating solving, the system sets a threshold of satisfaction degrees,
and prunes the values of the domains which satisfy the corresponding unary constraints below the threshold. The threshold is called the worst satisfaction degree
(WSD), and the pruning is called the dynamic pruning. The precise description of
the process of solving the FCSP is as the following 4 steps:
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Figure 3.11: Three phases for flexible widget layout. Each phase is transformation
of input and output. At the first phase, a UI model is transformed into
a FCSP, next, the FCSP is solved and the solution (an assignment of
the variables) is obtained, and finally, the actual GUI dialog box is
generated from the solution.

Step 1 The system prepares satisfaction degree set A by collecting possible satisfaction degrees from all unary constraints. Since the all unary constraints
express the desirability α of each widget candidates, A is a discrete set.
Step 2 The system chooses and removes the maximum one a ∈ A, and prunes
values in the domains worse than a based on the unary constraints. At this
step, the minimum heights of list boxes in the domains are reset as follows
(where |Li | and ti are the parameters of selection elements):
ms.heightLB∈Wi

αLBmax − a
= min(|Li |, 4) item_h 1 −
αLBmax − αLBmin

! t1
i

.

(3.22)

Step 3 The system solves the FCSP with the algorithm.
Step 4 If the system finds an assignment of the variables whose satisfaction degree
is equal to or better than a, it moves to the next layout phase; otherwise, it
moves back to the step 2. If A is empty, the system stops in failure.
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Placing widget phase In the last phase, based on the assignments of the variables
or the selected candidates, the system decides the positions and the sizes of the
selected widgets, and then it places them in a dialog box. In the FWL, the variables
express the selections of widget candidates; therefore, the solution of a FCSP is
not an actual layout. The system generates widgets adopted in the solution, and
then it sets their concrete positions (pixels) and sizes (pixels) based on the selected
container widgets (Figure 3.12). Note that this process of deciding positions and
sizes itself is the same as the process performed by existing layout managers in
toolkits except our system does based of the solution.

3.4.2 Optimization
For the FWL, the speed of solving its problem is important because it is intended
for using practically as GUI interface client of ICLS architecture. Therefore, at
the creating problem phase, the layout system pruned the domains statically based
on the estimated minimum sizes. At the solving phase, in addition, the system
iteratively pruned the domains dynamically with the worst constraint satisfaction
degrees. As another optimization, I tried to utilize the improved version of the
algorithm with the technique of dynamic variable ordering [53].
For solving the problem rapidly, the system prunes the domains based on giving
WSDs before applying the algorithm. The forward checking algorithm searches
systematically through the search space of the possible combinations of the assignments to the variables until it finds a solution. It is guaranteed to find a solution if
one exists, but it has the disadvantage that it requires large cost of time. Hence, it
is eﬀective to prune the domains and to reduce the problem scale.
The dynamic variable ordering (DVO) technique optimizes the order in which
the variables are assigned during searching with systematic algorithms [53]. For
the FWL system, it is possible to apply the forward checking algorithm improved
with the DVO with the minimum remaining values (MRV) heuristic. The MRV is
one of the popular reordering heuristic for the DVO, and it assigns next the variable that has the fewest values (the smallest domain) compatible with the previous
assignments. It means assignments are done almost in the reversed breadth first
order, because the variables of the leaves in the tree structure of FCSP have a few
widget candidates, and other variables have more their combinations.

3.4.3 Implementation
The layout system is developed as a part of GUI interface client of ICSL architecture. It is implemented using Java 6 on a PC (AMD Turion 64 CPU 2.0 GHz, 768
MB main memory, and Windows XP Professional edition). For implementing the
system, I have developed a class library for CSP and FCSP with Java, and named
Stlics. This library represents variables, domains, and constrains as Java objects,
and oﬀers some solvers (algorithms) including the forward checking. Using them,
arbitrary FCSP can be constructed and solved with the solvers. The desirability α∗
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Figure 3.12: Results of flexible widget layout. They are generated from the same
AIDL document (UI model) with diﬀerent dialog sizes.
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of the widget candidates are given empirically assuming typical applications (Table
3.4). The implementation reflects the resize of the dialog box in the re-layout of
the widgets (Figure 3.12). In the implementation, the specific GUI toolkit is used,
but the method proposed here does not depend on it

3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Speed of layout
The following preliminary experiments are performed for investigating the relationships between the speed of the FWL and some conditions: the complexity of
a base UI model, the size of a dialog box, and an algorithm for solving. For experiments, I developed a measurement application, which automatically changes
the layout size (instead of dialog size) and measures the time for layout and the
desirability (satisfaction degree) of the layout.
By using the measurement application, the following two preliminary experiments are performed for checking the relationship between the complexity and the
speed when applying the forward checking algorithm without the DVO. First, I examined the relationship between the complexity of UI model and the average of the
layout time and the desirability. For this experiment, the example model (Figure
3.12), and extended example model with one, two, or three additional UI elements
are used (Figure 3.13). The results show the FWL problem is sensitive to the scale
of the UI model, and it might be directly aﬀected by the enlargement of the widget
combinations. Second, I examined the relationship between the size of dialog box
and the average of the layout time and the desirability with the example four UI
models (Figure 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17). The results show that the area of dialog
boxes also aﬀects the time. One of its main reasons is because when the dialog size
is small, in the solving phase, applying the algorithm is iterated many times with
from better WSD to worse one. In addition, when the WSD is low, many widget
candidates are not pruned and the search space remains large, and therefore, the
standard deviations of each example also increase according to the complexity of
the model. The average desirability is also aﬀected by the scale of the UI model,
and decreases in accordance with the complexity
By using the same measurement application, I performed another experiment
for checking the eﬃciency of the DVO with the MRV heuristic in the algorithm for
the FWL problem (Figure 3.18). The result shows this extension of the forward
checking is less eﬀective for this problem in comparison with the result without
the DVO (see Figure 3.13). The reason might come from that the default order to
assign the variables is the reversed breadth first order (RBFO) it might be a sort of
heuristic like the MRV, in the case of the FWL problem. The result does not show
the MRV is not eﬀective, but it shows the RBFO is more suitable than the MRV for
the tree structure of the constraint graph unique to the FWL problem. As another
experiment for examining the eﬀect of the pruning in the solving phase, I also
executed the system with the default sample layout without the pruning. However,
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Table 3.4: Samples of α∗
Alpha

Value

αCB (check box)
αDLB (drop-down list box)
αS P (spinner)
αLB (list box)
αRBS (radio buttons)
αCBS (check boxes)
αS L (slider)
αB (button)

0.98
0.70
0.90
0.75 ≤ αLB ≤ 0.85
0.95
1.00
1.00
1.00

αAL (abbreviation label)
αCL (caption label)

0.65
1.00

αV A (vertical array)
αHA (horizontal array)
αT P (tab pages)
αT L (top labeling)
αLL (left labeling)

1.00
1.00
0.60
0.90
0.95

Figure 3.13: The relationship between the complexities of UI model and the average layout times (left), and the relationship between the complexities
and average desirability (right). The y axis is a time scale (msec.)
(left) or desirability (right) and the x axis is the models. The error
bars are the standard deviations of each model.
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it did not stop for more than two hours because the domain size got too large to be
handled. That shows that pruning is eﬀective in the system.
These experiments mentioned above are not comprehensive, and the scales of
the examples used for them are not enough for all applications and purposes of
GUI generations. For performing the comprehensive experiment, in addition, it
is also need to investigate how large scale problem or UI model is suitable for
investigating whether or not the system has eﬀective enough. However, the result
shows that the system is enough for the scale of the default example model, and this
implementation indicates it is possible to automate the FWL, which is performed
by GUI developers by hands before.

3.5.2 Validity of formulation
The formulation method of FWL proposed in this thesis is not trivial. In early
phases of the research, the FWL problem was expressed with the variables corresponding to widgets sizes and locations. This could be the easiest approach for formulating the problem, but it could not oﬀer enough speed of solving the problem.
That is because these variables expressing sizes and locations have large domains,
and the scale of the problem is enlarged. For the large scale problem, systematic
search algorithms take long time. Therefore, it was attempted to apply some local
search algorithms, which are known that it often can oﬀer approximate solution
relatively faster, and the combination of the both of them [54]. However, it also
delivered ineﬃcient result because the problem has large plateau, which is a flat
part of its search space. In the current formulation, the container widgets function
eﬀectively for reducing the scale of the problem.

3.5.3 Other considerations
For the usability of the FWL, the result of the FWL problem should be stable,
which means that layouts in diﬀerent dialog sizes should be similar to each other.
The satiability of the solution of FCSP is discussed in existing studies for FCSP,
for example [55, 56], and these achievements are usable for the FWL problem as
well. However, the stability of the FWL is not exactly the same as them because the
similarity of widgets and their positioning should be considered. These similarities
are also fuzziness and subjective ones like the desirability of widgets discussed in
Section 1. It must be considered as future work.
How to decide the desirability α∗ is a point to be considered. Although, in this
thesis, the values are defined empirically (Table 3.4), it is diﬃcult to define because
these values should be totally ordered as constraint satisfaction degrees of FCSP.
Since the framework of FCSP is introduced and the desirability can be defined with
fuzziness, pairwise comparison method can be utilized as a mean for defining the
desirability. I would like to put it as future work.
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Figure 3.14: Relationship between the dialog box area, time (left) and desirability
(right) of the default example UI model. The y axis is a time scale
(msec.) (left) or desirability (right) and the x axis is the area of dialog
boxes (pixel2 ).

Figure 3.15: Relationship between the dialog box area, time (left) and desirability
(right) of the example UI model added one widget. The y axis is a
time scale (msec.) (left) or desirability (right) and the x axis is the
area of dialog boxes (pixel2 ).
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Figure 3.16: Relationship between the dialog box area, time (left) and desirability
(right) of the example UI model added two widget. The y axis is a
time scale (msec.) (left) or desirability (right) and the x axis is the
area of dialog boxes (pixel2 ).

Figure 3.17: Relationship between the dialog box area, time (left) and desirability
(right) of the example UI model added three widget. The y axis is a
time scale (msec.) (left) or desirability (right) and the x axis is the
area of dialog boxes (pixel2 ).
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Figure 3.18: Relationship between the complexities of UI model and both of the
average layout times (left) and the desirability (right), when using the
forward checking with the dynamic variable order. The y axis is a
time scale (msec.) (left) or desirability (right) and the x axis is the
models. The error bars are the standard deviations of each model.

3.6 Conclusion and Future Work
3.6.1 Conclusion
In this chapter, a new sort of layout problem accompanied by widget selection
was showed and named the flexible widget layout (FWL) problem. After that, the
problem was formulated as a fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem (FCSP), and a
layout system for the FWL was oﬀered, which solves the problem in a practical
time, and generates dynamically GUIs.
The FWL is the automatic layout of GUI widgets based on the logical descriptions, which requires considering how to decide which widgets should be used
and how to complete the layout in a practical time. In this chapter, the FWL was
handled as a combinatorial optimization problem. The widgets used in our implementation are a typical subset of ones in existing GUI toolkits; hence, the problem
addressed in this thesis is a small size one. Besides, the constraints in the problem are used for only parent-child compositions and desirability of widgets. These
limitations, however, are posed just in the current implementation, but not in our
approach itself. The widget selection before doing layout is general; it is not specific for model-based GUI generations, because GUI designers also need to select
widgets when they perform layouts by hand.
The first point of this chapter is that, for the challenge of UI, the achievements
in the FCSP domain of artificial intelligence field are utilized, where the proposal
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method is one of its practical applications. The constraints of the FWL problem
include subjective ones involved with usability, sensitivity, etc; therefore, fuzziness
of constraints was introduced. The formulation of the problem was done in the
existing FCSP framework without not to be added any extension, and thus, existing
techniques can be usable. It means future achievements in the field of FCSP will
be also utilized for the FWL problem.
The second point of this chapter is that the layout method for the FWL is offered as the layout system which can solve the layout in feasible time. The timesensitiveness of the problem is the remarkable character of this work, which is not
emphasized in the related studies, and some optimization techniques were tried and
evaluated. Some experiments have showed the size-sensitiveness of the problem,
and the uniqueness of the structure of its constraint graph when being solved as a
FCSP. To mention that the speed of layout is enough for the purpose requires more
experiments for researching the relation between the scale of problem, meaning the
complexity of layout, and the layout speed.

3.6.2 Future work
For advancing this work, it is necessary to add some layout rules based on GUI
guidelines, to evaluate the relation between problem scales and solving times, and
to consider other FCSP algorithms.
In this thesis, parental composition and widget desirability are used as layout
rules, but other rules can be added to the FWL. For example, constraints between
sibling widgets can be added for keeping the same types and states among them
for aesthetic, which does not exist in the current implementation. If the system
can available the semantic information between UI elements, it might be used for
alignment of corresponding widgets and reordering sibling widgets. As mentioned
as another consideration, how to determine the desirability of widgets is one of the
topics related to layout rules. In addition, as mentioned in Section 3.1.3, facility
layout problem will be usable for making the grouping and tree-structurizing of UI
elements before relating them to widget candidates.
Generally speaking, it is diﬃcult to evaluate the eﬀectiveness and usability of
UI systems, which include the layout system oﬀered in this thesis. There are consideration extracting GUI dialog boxes from existing applications and reconstructing them with the method introduced in this thesis. It might be able to evaluate the
availability of the layout system. In the perspective of usability, whether the result
of layout is useful or not might be evaluated using some examinees and questionnaires. There might be some evaluation techniques for GUI dialog box; therefore
they might be researched and used for it.
Algorithms used for the FWL in this thesis also need to be reconsidered more
for improving the layout system. In the current implementation, the forward checking algorithm is used, which is systematic search algorithm, but the layout method
is not limited to this algorithm. As formulated as FCSP, the layout problem allows using suboptimal results. Therefore, it can be considered to adopt some local
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search (stochastic) algorithms such as the breakout [57], the local changes [58],
and the fuzzy GENET (FGENET) [59, 60] as alternatives other than the forward
checking. In addition, one of the hybrid algorithms of systematic and local search,
SRS [54] should be examined. When trying these algorithms, the tree structure of
the constraint graph of the problem might be considered. Moreover, for stabilizing
the result after re-layout accompanied with the size changing of the dialog box, the
stability of solutions of FCSP also needs to be considered. Because the stability of
the FWL requires considering some problem specific issues such as the similarity
among widgets, it is somewhat diﬀerent from the simple one of FCSP.
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Chapter 4

General Conclusion
4.1 Conclusion
This thesis is separated into the two parts: the part of the UI architecture, interface
client/logic server (ICLS), and the part of the GUI generation on the architecture,
flexible widget layout (FWL). As mentioned in Chapter 1, the objectives through
the whole of the thesis are the two: the first one is oﬀering the architecture that
enables users to utilize computer-mediated services through their preferred UIs;
another is developing the UIs themselves that correspond to users’ preferences
for UIs. For the first objective, in Chapter 2, I mentioned the two challenges:
the adaptive UIs and the migratory UIs should be handled, and oﬀered the UI
architecture handling them. For the second objective, in Chapter 3, I mentioned
the necessity of dealing with the layout problem occurs when GUIs are generated
from logical descriptions, and oﬀered its solution.
The two topics of the studies are related to each other, but they are also independent. I first started tackling the ICLS as a study of UI architecture, and in the
study, I noticed that the necessity of the consideration of UI generation method for
the ICLS. In this sense, the study of the FWL is the derivation of the first study.
However, the FWL is independent of the original study, because, the method proposed in Chapter 3 is not limited to the use as an interface client. I summarize each
part of this thesis respectively and the relation of each other below.
The interface client/logic server is a UI architecture designed for flexible exchange of UIs of services and customizing, and consequently for enabling users to
utilize their preferred UIs. In Chapter 2, the users’ new demands for services were
raised, and adaptive and migratory UIs are handled as the solution for the demands.
The ICLS architecture was shown as a new solution, which not only supports the
migratory UIs but also oﬀers the adaptive UIs. The points of the chapter are both
that the ICLS is supports the migratory and simultaneous UIs as its design; and that
the AIDL can express the meanings of interactions for describing service-specific
interactions. In addition, for showing the feasibility, I explain the two examples of
UIs based on the UI architecture, the interface clients. The study of the ICLS itself
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shows nothing about how to generate actual UIs from the description of the AIDL,
and therefore, as the second topic, the next chapter was needed.
The flexible widget layout is a solution for the challenge how to generate userpreferred UIs on the ICLS architecture, and one example of user preferred UIs. In
Chapter 3, a new sort of layout problem accompanied by widget selections was
presented and named the flexible widget layout (FWL) problem. The FWL is the
automatic layout of GUI widgets based on the logical descriptions, which requires
considering both how to decide which widgets should be used; and how to complete the layout in a practical time. The points of the chapter are both that, for
the challenge of UI, the achievements in the FCSP domain of artificial intelligence
field are utilized; and that the layout method for the FWL is oﬀered as the layout
system which can solve the layout problem in feasible time. By oﬀering the FWL,
the eﬃciency of the AIDL and describing UIs with abstracted manner was shown,
and the feasibility of the ICLS was shown.

4.2 Future Work
This thesis has left plenty of room for the improvements of the proposal method. In
addition, as the study of the FWL is a derivation of the study of the ICLS, various
studies might be considered as the derivation of the two studies (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Derivations of this study as future work. Because this study concludes
some cross-cutting elements, there might exist various sorts of derivation studies.
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The ultimate goal of the study of the ICLS is to establish the architecture and
its framework as an infrastructure of UIs. For that, it is necessary to evaluate its
availability, to advance the architecture, and to consider exploiting outcomes of
other work. There are three points to be evaluated: the feasibility of the ICLS,
the description capability of the AIDL, and the usability of services based on the
architecture. As other studies of derivation from the study of ICLS, I need to
consider generation schemes of UIs and the mechanism for choosing appropriate
UI components with given meanings. It is also necessary to consider exploiting
achievements of other studies and existing technologies.
The study of the FWL problem contains some other studies to be handled as
future work. As mentioned in Chapter 3, it is necessary to add other layout rules
based on GUI guidelines, to evaluate the relation between problem scales and solving times, and to consider other FCSP algorithms. In this thesis, adopted layout
rules and widgets are limited, but for fully implementing the specification of the
ICLS, additional widgets are needed. Algorithms used for the FWL in this thesis
also need to be reconsidered, because the FCSP of the FWL has specific character;
the FCSP is structured as a tree, which is not general in ordinal FCSPs. The study
of tree-structured FCSP might be another topic in the field of FCSP. In addition, it
also has possibility to be used as an intelligent layout manager in GUI toolkits.
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Appendix A

Definition and Examples of the
AIDL
A.1 Definition of the AIDL with RELAX NG
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<grammar xmlns="http://relaxng.org/ns/structure/1.0"
xmlns:aidl="http://aiwww.main.ist.hokudai.ac.jp/~takty/aidlns
/">
<start>
<element name="aidl:field">
<interleave>
<ref name="dialog"/>
<optional>
<element name="knowledge">
<ref name="rdf"/>
</element>
</optional>
</interleave>
</element>
</start>
<define name="dialog">
<element name="aidl:dialog">
<ref name="id"/>
<attribute name="serviceID"/>
<attribute name="baseURI"/>
<interleave>
<optional>
<ref name="description"/>
</optional>
<optional>
<ref name="disabled"/>
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

</optional>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name="presentation"/>
</zeroOrMore>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name="selection"/>
</zeroOrMore>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name="group"/>
</zeroOrMore>
<optional>
<element name="user">
<attribute name="id"/>
</element>
</optional>
</interleave>
</element>
</define>
<define name="group">
<element name="aidl:group">
<ref name="id"/>
<interleave>
<optional>
<ref name="description"/>
</optional>
<optional>
<ref name="disabled"/>
</optional>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name="presentation"/>
</zeroOrMore>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name="selection"/>
</zeroOrMore>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name="group"/>
</zeroOrMore>
</interleave>
</element>
</define>
<define name="presentation">
<element name="aidl:presentation">
<ref name="id"/>
<interleave>
<choice>
<interleave>
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73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

<attribute name="aidl:caption"/>
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:abbr"/>
</optional>
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:message"/>
</optional>
</interleave>
<interleave>
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:caption"/>
</optional>
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:abbr"/>
</optional>
<attribute name="aidl:message"/>
</interleave>
</choice>
<optional>
<element name="knowledge">
<ref name="rdf"/>
</element>
</optional>
</interleave>
</element>
</define>
<define name="selection">
<element name="aidl:selection">
<ref name="id"/>
<interleave>
<optional>
<ref name="description"/>
</optional>
<optional>
<ref name="disabled"/>
</optional>
<optional>
<choice>
<element name="aidl:resources">
<choice>
<oneOrMore>
<element name="aidl:item">
<attribute name="aidl:uri"/>
<optional>
<ref name="description"/>
</optional>
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119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

</element>
</oneOrMore>
<attribute name="aidl:regex"/>
</choice>
</element>
<element name="aidl:numerics">
<choice>
<oneOrMore>
<element name="aidl:item">
<attribute name="aidl:num"/>
<empty/>
</element>
</oneOrMore>
<group>
<attribute name="aidl:min"/>
<attribute name="aidl:frequency"/>
<attribute name="aidl:max"/>
</group>
</choice>
</element>
<element name="aidl:strings">
<choice>
<oneOrMore>
<element name="aidl:item">
<attribute name="aidl:str"/>
<empty/>
</element>
</oneOrMore>
<attribute name="aidl:regex"/>
</choice>
</element>
</choice>
</optional>
<optional>
<element name="aidl:state">
<text/>
</element>
</optional>
</interleave>
</element>
</define>
<define name="disabled">
<element name="aidl:disabled">
<empty/>
</element>
</define>
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165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

<define name="description">
<element name="aidl:description">
<choice>
<group>
<attribute name="aidl:caption"/>
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:abbr"/>
</optional>
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:message"/>
</optional>
</group>
<group>
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:caption"/>
</optional>
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:abbr"/>
</optional>
<attribute name="aidl:message"/>
</group>
</choice>
</element>
</define>
<define name="id">
<optional>
<attribute name="aidl:id">
<text/>
</attribute>
</optional>
</define>
<define name="rdf">
<element>
<choice>
<nsName ns="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
/>
<nsName ns="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"/>
</choice>
<zeroOrMore>
<choice>
<attribute>
<choice>
<nsName ns="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdfsyntax-ns#"/>
<nsName ns="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
/>
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208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

</choice>
</attribute>
<text/>
<ref name="rdf"/>
</choice>
</zeroOrMore>
</element>
</define>
</grammar>
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A.2 Examples of the AIDL
Desk lamp control service
The following XML document is a simple example of AIDL documents (descriptions in AIDL) for the service of a desk lamp remote control. It expresses the UI
functions of the service; it has two functions: power state (on and oﬀ) selection,
and brightness (bright, normal, and dim) selection.
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
2 <aidl:aidl xmlns:aidl="http://aiwww.main.ist.hokudai.ac.jp/~
takty/aidlns/">
3
<aidl:session aidl:sessionID="http://aiwww.main.ist.hokudai.ac.
jp/~takty/desklamp/"/>
4
<aidl:dialog>
5
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Desk Lamp Service"/>
6
<aidl:presentation aidl:message="Let’s keep energy saving!!"/
>
7
<aidl:selection aidl:id="ps" aidl:meaning="http://aiwww.main.
ist.hokudai.ac.jp/~takty/aidl/LampPowerState">
8
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Power"/>
9
<aidl:state>http://www.example.com/Off</aidl:state>
10
<aidl:resources aidl:opposite="true">
11
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/On">
12
<aidl:description aidl:caption="On"/>
13
</aidl:choice>
14
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/Off">
15
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Off"/>
16
</aidl:choice>
17
</aidl:resources>
18
</aidl:selection>
19
<aidl:selection aidl:id="bs" aidl:meaning="http://aiwww.main.
ist.hokudai.ac.jp/~takty/aidl/Brightness">
20
<aidl:disabled/>
21
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Brightness"/>
22
<aidl:state>http://www.example.com/Normal</aidl:state>
23
<aidl:resources>
24
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/Dim">
25
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Dim"/>
26
</aidl:choice>
27
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/Normal">
28
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Normal"/>
29
</aidl:choice>
30
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/Bright">
31
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Bright"/>
32
</aidl:choice>
33
</aidl:resources>
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

</aidl:selection>
</aidl:dialog>
<aidl:knowledge>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxns#" xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://aiwww.main.ist.hokudai.ac.jp
/~takty/aidl/LampPowerState">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://aiwww.main.ist.hokudai.ac
.jp/~takty/aidl/PowerState"/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
</aidl:knowledge>
</aidl:aidl>

Audio set control service
The following XML document is another example of AIDL documents (descriptions in AIDL) for the service of an audio system. It expresses the UI functions of
the service; it has two functions: power state (on and oﬀ) selection, function (CD
and radio) selection, volume (0 to 10) selection, frequency (76.0 to 92.0) selection
(but it is not seen in the source because the function is switched the CD mode), and
playback control (stop, play, pause, next, and previous).
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
2 <aidl:aidl xmlns:aidl="http://aiwww.main.ist.hokudai.ac.jp/~
takty/aidlns/" aidl:baseURI="http://www.example.com/avc">
3
<aidl:dialog aidl:id="http://www.example.com/avc">
4
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Stereo"/>
5
<aidl:selection aidl:meaning="http://aiwww.main.ist.
hokudai.ac.jp/~takty/aidl/PowerState">
6
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Power"/>
7
<aidl:state>http://www.example.com/Off</aidl:state>
8
<aidl:resources aidl:opposite="true">
9
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/On">
10
<aidl:description aidl:caption="On"/>
11
</aidl:choice>
12
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/Off">
13
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Off"/>
14
</aidl:choice>
15
</aidl:resources>
16
</aidl:selection>
17
<aidl:selection aidl:id="http://www.example.com/avc#s2">
18
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Volume"/>
19
<aidl:state>5</aidl:state>
20
<aidl:numerics aidl:frequency="1" aidl:id="0" aidl:max
="10" aidl:min="0">
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
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45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

<aidl:mapping aidl:type="left_to_right"/>
</aidl:numerics>
</aidl:selection>
<aidl:selection aidl:id="http://www.example.com/avc#s3">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Function"/>
<aidl:state>http://www.example.com/avc#cd</aidl:state>
<aidl:resources aidl:id="1">
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/avc#
radio">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Radio"/>
</aidl:choice>
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/avc#
cd">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="CD"/>
</aidl:choice>
</aidl:resources>
</aidl:selection>
<aidl:group aidl:id="http://www.example.com/avc#g2">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="CD"/>
<aidl:selection aidl:id="http://www.example.com/avc#s5
" aidl:meaning="http://aiwww.main.ist.hokudai.ac.
jp/~takty/aidl/Playback">
<aidl:state>http://www.example.com/Stop</aidl:state
>
<aidl:resources aidl:id="3">
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/
Stop">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Stop"/>
</aidl:choice>
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/
Play">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Play"/>
</aidl:choice>
<aidl:choice aidl:uri="http://www.example.com/
Pause">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Pause"/>
</aidl:choice>
</aidl:resources>
</aidl:selection>
<aidl:selection aidl:id="http://www.example.com/avc#c1
">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Next"/>
</aidl:selection>
<aidl:selection aidl:id="http://www.example.com/avc#c2
">
<aidl:description aidl:caption="Previous"/>
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57
</aidl:selection>
58
</aidl:group>
59
</aidl:dialog>
60 </aidl:aidl>
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Appendix B

Summary of the ICLS library
The ICLS library consists of the following four packages:
jp.ac.
hokudai.ist.main.aiwww.aidl, jp.ac.hokudai.ist.main.aiwww.core,
jp.ac.hokudai.ist.main.aiwww.net, and jp.ac.hokudai.ist.main.
aiwww.util.

B.1 Package aidl
The package ac.hokudai.ist.main.aiwww.aidl contains interfaces, classes,
and enums which represent the elements of AIDL and some facilities.

Interface summary
Class name

Description

AidlDocumentListener

The listener interface for receiving events invoked
by an AIDL document.
The listener interface for receiving events invoked
by a group element.
The interface of knowledge base factory.
The interface for expressing a UI meaning hierarchy.
The listener interface for receiving events invoked
by a selection element.

GroupListener
KnowledgeFactory
MeaningHierarchy
SelectionListener

Class summary
Class name

Description

AidlDocument

The class for representing an AIDL document.
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AidlElement
Choice
ChoiceSet
DescribableInteraction
Description
Dialog
Group
Interaction
Knowledge
Mapping
NumericSet
Presentation
ResourceSet
Selection
SelectionAdapter
StringSet

This class is the super class of the all classes of
AIDL elements.
The abstract class for representing a choice.
The abstract class for a set of choices.
The class for representing a describable interaction element.
The class for representing a description element.
The class for representing a dialog element.
The class for representing a group element.
The abstract class for representing a interaction element.
The class for representing a knowledge base of an
AIDL document.
The class for representing a choice mapping.
The class for representing a numeric choice set.
The class for representing a presentation element.
The class for representing a resource choice set.
The class for representing a selection element.
The adapter of a selection listener, which oﬀers an
empty implementation of SelectionListener.
The class for representing a string choice set.

Enum summary
Class name

Description

Choice.Type
ChoiceSet.QualifierType

The enum for representing the type of a choice.
The enum for representing the constraint of a
choice set.
The enum for representing the order of child elements of a group element.
The enum for representing the type of a mapping
of choices.

Group.Ordering
Mapping.Type

B.2 Package core
The package ac.hokudai.ist.main.aiwww.core contains interfaces and
classes which represent the ICLS framework, or the entities of the architecture.

Interface summary
Class name

Description
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InterfaceClient
LogicServer
LogicServerOutlet

PaneClientListener
PaneServerListener

The interface for representing an interface client.
The interface for representing a logic server.
The interface for representing an outlet, which
waits for connections from clients and connects to
servers.
The listener interface for receiving events for
clients invoked by a pane.
The listener interface for receiving events for
servers invoked by a pane.

Class summary
Class name

Description

InterfaceClientProxy
LogicServerProxy
Pane
PaneClientAdapter

The proxy class of an interface client.
The proxy class of a logic server.
The class for representing an interaction pane.
The listener adapter for handling events for clients
by pane.
The class for handling functions as proxy of both
interface clients and logic servers.
The class of a service detector.
The class for storing service information which is
found by a service detector.
The class for representing a service provider.
The class of a socket outlet for logic servers.
The class for representing a node of UI meaning
templates.
The class for representing the result of UI meaning
template matching.

Proxy
ServiceDetector
ServiceDetector
.ServiceInformation
ServiceProvider
SocketLogicServerOutlet
TemplateNode
TemplateNode
.MatchResult

B.3 Package net
The package ac.hokudai.ist.main.aiwww.net contains interfaces and classes
which represent the extended sockets of networking, and are independent of the
ICLS.

Interface summary
Class name

Description

MessageListener

The listener interface for receiving message arriving and disconnecting events.
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SimpleServerSocketListener

The listener interface of connection to server
sockets which are waiting for connections.

Class summary
Class name

Description

MessageSocket
SimpleServerSocket
SimpleSocket

Sockets for handing string messages.
A simple wrapper of a server socket.
A simple wrapper of a socket, which handles multiple lines of strings.

B.4 Package util
The package ac.hokudai.ist.main.aiwww.util contains interfaces, classes,
and enums which represent the elements of AIDL and some facilities.

Class summary
Class name

Description

AidlUtilities

The utility class for being used when AIDL documents are generated.
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